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B ib lio g ra p h y
1S U M M A R Y
Studies of frequency estim ation frequently focus on comparisons of different 
types of estim ate, for exam ple the periodogram  m axim um  versus the autoregressive 
or m axim um -entropy spectral estim ate. This thesis reviews the available estim ates 
and shows th a t, while there are clearly differences in their statistica l properties, 
there appear to be significant sim ilarities in the properties of all estim ates of the 
location of a jum p in the spectral d istribution  function (referred to  as Problem  1), 
and sim ilarities in the properties of all estim ates of the mode of an absolutely 
continuous spectral density, (referred to  as Problem  2). All estim ates for Problem  1 
appear to  converge to  the ir expected value, in L 2 norm , a t a ra te  faster th an  N ~ 1; 
while estim ates for Problem  2 appear to converge at a ra te  considerably slower 
th an  N ~ 1. (This la tte r  is rem iniscent of the ra te  of convergence of estim ates of 
the mode of a probability  d istribution , which is not greater th an  A -1 / 5).
C hapters 3 and 5 deal w ith estim ates for Problem  1, the form er proving the 
ra te  of convergence in the  strong law of large num bers for the periodogram -based 
frequency estim ate  and the  la tte r  giving a group of new results on param eter and 
frequency estim ates derived from autoregressive approxim ations. C hapter 4 gives 
proofs of the  strong law of large num bers and C entral lim it theorem  for estim ates in 
Problem  2 based on the autoregressive spectral estim ate; these may be com pared 
w ith the results available for o ther estim ates, surveyed in C hap ter 2, and w ith the 
results of C hap ter 5 for the  autoregressive estim ates in Problem  1.
Extensive sim ulation experim ents are reported  in C hapters 4 and 5 to dem on­
s tra te  the actual perform ance of the autoregression-based estim ates in each case, 
and some consequences of the  com putational procedures used are exam ined there.
NOTATION
N sam ple size
I identity  m atrix
&n,k Kronecker delta  function 
3n,k — 1 7^. — k
=  0 otherwise
m D iiac delta-function
n real field
c complex field
Re a real p a rt of complex num ber a
I m  a im aginary p art of complex num ber a
h H ilbert space of square sum m able sequences 
of real num bers over C
L 2(dF) H ilbert space of functions square 
integrable w ith respect to  dF(d)
x ( N )  = 0 { C N) \ixn.svLpN_ 00\ x ( N ) \ / C n  < co a.s.
for x ( N )  a sequence of random  variables
C n  a sequence of constants
x ( N )  = o(CN ) l im s u p ^ ^ ^  \x ( N ) \ / C n  =  0 a.s.
x ( N )  = Op( C N ) limsup^v—oo \x ( N ) \ / C n  <  co in prob.
x ( N )  = op( CN ) l im s u p ^ ^ ^  \x ( N ) \ / C n  =  0 in prob.
MA Moving Average
AR Autoregression
ARMA Autoregressive-M oving Average
ALE A daptive Line Enhancer
X ( k ) ( N  — k) x  (k +  1) observation m atrix
X T , X * m atrix  transpose, conjugate transpose
E( - ) expected value
£,  £X,k autoregression residual vectors
R ( k ) ,  ( R(k )) (& +  l ) x ( f c  +  l )  Toeplitz m atrix  
of (estim ated) autocovariances of order up to k
r ( j ) E { y ( n ) y ( n  +  j ) }
rk { r { l ) , . . . , r ( k ) } T
Fn a - algebra generated by e (j), j  <  n
Z complex variable
~z complex conjugate
Oik (oik) vector of autoregressive param eters 
(estim ates) of order k 
{ a k ( l ) , . . . , a k( k ) } T
/ ' (*)> / " O ) . . .
V
first, second derivatives 
convergence in d istribution
a.e., cL.8. almost everywhere, almost surely 
(w ith probability  1)
diag ( a i , . .  ., a n) n x n square m atrix  w ith a i , . . . , a n 
as diagonal elem ents and zero elsewhere
A ® B Kronecker product of m atrices
vec ( 5 ) If B  is an m  x n  m atrix , v e c ( B )  is an 
m n  x 1 vector containing the columns of 
B  one below the o ther
CHAPTER 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
11.1 D e fin in g  th e  F req u en cy  E stim a tio n  P ro b lem .
One of the oldest problem s in tim e series analysis is th a t of determ ining 
the presence of, or absence of, periodic phenom ena in data: and, if they are 
shown to be present, identifying the frequency. Exam ples of such problem s are the 
annual sunspot num ber counts [Morris (1977)], annual w heat price index numbers, 
daily variable s ta r m agnitudes [Bloomfield (1976)]; trappings of the C anadian lynx 
[Moran (1953), Tong (1977), Cam pbell & W alker (1977)], the analysis of brain 
waves [Steinberg, Gasser & Franke (1983)], sonar and rad ar signals in geophysical 
and m ilitary  applications, and apparently  cyclic phenom ena in economics such as 
trade  cycles. A num ber of estim ators, which will be described below, are available 
for such problems: this thesis is concerned w ith statistica l properties of bias and 
order of consistency of these procedures, as a contribution  to  the  question: ‘which 
algorithm  should be used in a given case?’
The words ‘frequency estim ation’ are used to  describe two conceptually sep­
ara te  problem s, bo th  of which relate to the spectral d istribu tion  function of a 
stationary  tim e series. (In the sequel, a tten tion  will be restric ted  to realvalued, 
scalar observations.)
Problem 1. O bservations { y (0 ),. . . ,  y ( N  — 1)} are available on a tim e series gen­
erated  by
J f c - i
y(n)  — ^  pj  cos( u j n  4- 4>j) +  e(n)  (1.1.1)
j=o
where pj >  0, ujj 6 (0 ,7r) are real constants; (j>j are independent random  variables 
w ith uniform  d istribu tion  on an interval of length  2ir; j  =  0 , . . . , ( / :  — 1).
The sequence {e(n)} is a s ta tionary  process, w ith spectral density y(-), for 
which at various tim es more restrictive assum ptions need to be m ade for technical 
reasons, for instance th a t it be ergodic, or weakly mixing; such assum ptions will 
be discussed in more detail when individual results depend upon them .
The process y(n) is frequently w ritten  using
J f c - i
s(n) =  ^  pj cos(ujn  +  (pj) (1.1.2)
;=o
which is called the  ‘signal' com ponent, as
y(n) =  s(n) +  e(n) .
The nam e (additive coloured) noise is given to the {e(n)} process, and following 
engineering usage this type of tim e series will be referred to in the sequel as “the 
signal-plus-noise m odel” .
The problem  in this case is to  estim ate cjj, j  =  0, . . . , ( & — 1), and  it is elem en­
ta ry  to  show th a t these are the frequencies a t which the  discrete com ponent of the 
spectral d is tribu tion  function F(9) of the {y(n)} process has jum p discontinuities. 
There is also a subsidiary problem  frequently present, nam ely to  decide on the 
correct value of k in (1.1.1), bu t in this thesis it will usually be assum ed known a 
priori.
Problem  2. O bservations (y (0 ),. . . ,  y (N  — 1)} axe available on a tim e series gen­
erated  by
oo
y(n ) = *52 ßU )€(n -  j )  i ß(o) =  1 (i.i .3)
j=0
where at least YL%=o\ßU)\ <  °°i defining b(z) =  Y^jLo then  it is
assum ed always b(z) ^  0, \z\ <  1. (O ther assum ptions m ay be m ade on the 
sequence { ß ( j ) }  for technical reasons, but these will be expounded as they occur.)
The sequence (e(n)} is always assum ed to have zero m ean, finite variance 
and to be orthogonal. These random  variables were, in earlier theoretical devel­
opm ents, assum ed to  be independent, bu t some more recent results allow for a 
dependence s truc tu re  by assum ing only th a t they are m artingale differences, th a t 
is
2
E{e(n)  I n—l } =  0
3where T n is the  cr-algebra of events generated by < n}.
This type of process is term ed ‘purely nondeterm inistic’, and its spectral dis­
trib u tio n  is absolutely continuous (w ith respect to Lebesgue m easure on 7r,7r]), 
so it has a  spectral density which will be denoted /(•) ; th is will be referred to in 
the  sequel as “the  absolutely continuous m odel.”
T he problem  in this case is to  estim ate the  m ode of /( • ) , th a t is, the frequency 
at w hich /( • )  a tta in s its m axim um  value; or more generally, the m odal frequencies 
at w hich /( • )  a tta in s  its largest local m axim a;
If one considers the signal-plus-noise m odel as having a generalized spectral 
density  consisting of delta-functions at 9 =  ±w 0, the first problem  is also one of 
locating  the  m ode of the spectral density, bu t for reasons which will be explained 
in the  sequel, it is preferable to consider them  as separate  problem s.
In either case, the  observations { y (0 ),. . . ,  y ( N  — 1)} will be considered to  be 
the p ro jection  onto of an underlying infinite tim e series in the H ilbert space I2 
which has as spectral m easure the a.e.-differentiable function F(6).  F' (6)  = f ( d)  is 
the  (generalised) spectral density of the tim e series. The tim e series is considered 
‘non-determ inistic’ iff f  log / (0 )  d6 >  —00 (G renander & Szegö (1958)), and the 
tim e series in Problem s 1 and 2 bo th  satisfy this condition. G renander & Szegö 
(1958, C hap ter 10) develop in detail the H ilbert space theory which will be assumed 
in the  sequel.
This thesis will be concerned w ith algorithm s for solving Problem s 1 and 2. 
‘Frequency estim ation’ is also sometimes considered to em brace the following non­
s ta tionary  model:
Problem  3. O bservations (y(n)}  are available on a tim e series generated by
k
y(n) = -  X  a 0’M n ~ i ) + e(n) 
j =1
where for some zq £ C , \zq \ = 1, cl(zq) =  1 +  X!j'=i a U ) zo =  0- This is called the
4autoregressive model w ith a zero on the unit circle; the frequency of in terest here 
is arg(z0). The process y(n)  is however not second-order s ta tionary  and so does 
not come w ithin the am bit of this study. Hasza & Fuller (1979, 1982), Tiao Sz 
T say (1983) and A htola & Tiao (1987a, 1987b) have worked on this problem .
1.2 A lg o r ith m s  to  S o lve  T h e se  P ro b lem s.
There is a large num ber of algorithm s available for the general frequency 
estim ation  problem. Some are appropriate  only for Problem  1, the principal being
A nonlinear regression 
B P isarenko’s algorithm  
C M ethod of P rony and its variations 
D N otch filtering;
whereas either Problem  1 or Problem  2 m ay be solved by
E Fourier (periodogram ) analysis, or 
F Autoregressive spectral approxim ation
w ithout necessarily a priori deciding which model is more appropriate .
A rgum ents for choosing between these algorithm s have an extensive literature; 
the increasing power of com puters in recent years has added to the  com plexity of 
these argum ents by substantia lly  reducing the historical em phasis on com puta­
tional sim plicity and applications of the Fast Fourier Transform , while making 
available dedicated hardw are to  perform  the F F T .
Beam ish Sz Priestley (1981) compare E and F for the problem  of estim ating 
the full spectral density, using extensive sim ulations. They do not com m ent on 
the relative perform ance of the procedures in estim ating  the  m ode of an absolutely 
continuous spectrum , bu t point out th a t E produces sm oother estim ates.
This thesis is organised as a presentation of these algorithm s and the ir s ta tis ­
tical properties. A lgorithm s A -E  are reviewed in C hapter 2, and in C hap ter 3 a
5new result is presented which relates to  the asym ptotic fluctuations of estim ators 
from  algorithm s A and E applied to Problem  1. C hapter 4 deals w ith  algorithm  
F, deriving properties of the  estim ates for Problem  2, while C hapter 5 develops 
the theory  of this algorithm  applied to  Problem  1.
The principal conclusion th a t appears from  these analyses, apart from new 
theorem s proven in C hapters 4 and 5, is th a t, whichever algorithm  is used for 
Problem  1, out of A, E, F (and  conjecturally B and C), in the case k =  1 i.e. 
a single sinusoidal signal, the L 2 ra te  of convergence of the estim ates u  of ujq is 
g rea ter th an  0 ( N ~ 1)’ and  whichever of algorithm s E and F is used for Problem  2, 
the  L2 ra te  of convergence of the estim ate is sm aller th an  0 (  JV_1). Thus, although 
Problem s 1 and 2 could be viewed as bo th  estim ating  the  m ode of a generalized 
spectra l density, the rates of convergence of the  estim ates indicate th a t there is a 
non-triv ial difference betw een them .
O ther algorithm s are available for Problem  2, and will be m entioned in C hap­
te r 2, bu t the  s ta tistica l properties of their estim ates are not clear, although sim­
u la tion  experim ents suggest th a t the above dichotom y betw een convergence rates 
for Problem  1 and for P roblem  2 still applies.
All of the  algorithm s to  be discussed in this thesis will be “off-line” procedures, 
th a t is they will deal w ith  a given fixed set of N  d a ta  points. The theoretical 
developm ent will not generally cover the possibility of updating  the frequency 
estim ate  as new observations become available (w ithout recalculating the whole 
estim ate  for the  new d a ta  set of N'  points), and will therefore not include the 
possibility of tracking a non-sta tionary  frequency th a t is varying slowly w ith time, 
for exam ple by D oppler shift. It should be m entioned th a t several of the above 
algorithm s can be im plem ented recursively in tim e ( “on-line”) (see for example 
K ay & M arple (1981); Chan, Lavoie & P lan t (1981); Friedlander (1982c); Hannan, 
Kavalieris & M ackisack (1986)). Note th a t Fourier (periodogram ) algorithm s do
6not lend them selves easily to  this type of im plem entation.
1 .3  C h o ice  o f  A lg o r ith m
A rgum ents for and against the use of any of the above algorithm s are in tricate  
and  very m uch dependent on the real world situation  in which the m athem atical 
problem  finds itself em bedded.
Some people take the approach th a t w hat is required is a model for the process 
considered to  underly the m echanism  through which the d a ta  are generated. Thus, 
if one is convinced th a t some determ inistic process or processes, are generating a 
periodic, s ta tionary  signal which is being corrupted  in the course of transm ission 
and observation by (sta tionary) noise, one would then  wish to choose the best 
available algorithm  for Problem  1. It can be argued th a t m achines, and people, 
generate  v ibrations th a t can usefully be considered as pure frequencies, at least 
locally stationary , such as musical notes, rad ar signals, or b rain  waves, for which 
the  signal-plus-noise model should be used. The decision will then  be influenced 
by factors such as the  length of the d a ta  sequence, the assum ed s tren g th  of the 
signal-noise ratio , and the  available com puting hardw are and software.
O n the o ther hand, if one is in a situation  where the observations are assum ed 
to  be the  o u tp u t of some linear filter acting on an uncorrelated  noise sequence, 
as is frequently the case in econom etric modelling of cyclic processes, one would 
wish to  choose an algorithm  to solve Problem  2. It can also be argued th a t in 
the real world there  is no such thing as a pure frequency observed, b u t ra th e r 
signals observed over (possibly very narrow ) bands, so th a t it is preferable to  use 
a m odel w ithout a discrete com ponent to  the  spectral d is tribu tion  even in those 
cases for which we above suggested using the signal-plus-noise model, so th a t again 
one would wish to solve Problem  2. Again, the decision betw een algorithm s will 
depend on factors such as the length of the d a ta  sequence: autoregressive models
are recorded as perform ing much b e tte r for short d a ta  sequences than  Fourier 
(periodogram ) procedures; [for comparisons based on small samples see Kay & 
M arple (1981)].
However, one can also reasonably say th a t the world is not linear, either, (or 
more th an  locally stationary) so th a t the absolutely continuous model is no less 
an approxim ation to the real world situation  th an  the pure frequency signal-plus- 
noise model; this leads to m aking a choice between algorithm s based on some 
other criterion than  on ontological argum ents about the appropriateness of the 
underlying model to  the real situation. This m ight be either the identification of 
the model w ith a theoretical construct in the subject area or an objective of the 
analysis, for exam ple to  perform  frequency estim ation based on linear prediction.
A fairly persuasive rule-of-thum b argum ent would appear to  be th a t, for the 
reasons outlined above, one should prefer an algorithm  which is appropriate  for 
either Problem  1 or Problem  2 unless theoretical considerations in the subject 
area decree otherwise; th a t is, the choice would be betw een the Fourier (peri­
odogram ) analysis algorithm s and the autoregressive estim ation algorithm . The 
la tte r  has the advantages th a t order estim ation m ay be perform ed in a way th a t is 
“data-d riven” ra th e r th an  ad hoc; th a t it perform s quite well for even short da ta  se­
quences (but is not appropria te  for very large d a ta  sets, for exam ple N  >  10,000); 
and the disadvantage th a t the ra te  of convergence of the frequency estim ates is 
slightly slower th an  for the Fourier algorithm s. These have the drawback th a t 
some ad hoc filtering m ay need to  be done to  counteract the leakage effect of finite 
samples, and so are less ‘au tom atic ’ th an  the autoregressive procedures.
1.4 D eciding Correct N um ber of Sinusoidal Com ponents k in Problem  1.
In the sequel, the  num ber of sinusoids k in the signal (1.1.2) will be assumed 
known, and frequently assum ed to be k =  1. However, in applications it may not
8be obvious w hether in fact k = 0, and if k ^  0, its exact value will frequently not 
be known a priori.
There is a considerable statistical lite ra tu re  on the problem  of testing  for the 
presence of jum p discontinuities in the spectral d istribution , from  Fisher (1929), 
th rough  H annan (1961), Priestley (1962a,1962b), Nicholls (1967), to  Q uinn (1986); 
it is reviewed in H annan (1970) pp .463-475.
There is also a collection of empirical procedures proposed in the engineering 
lite ra tu re  in association w ith particu lar algorithm s. M arple (1979) gives a rule 
for deciding the  num ber of param eters k to  include in the Prony form ulation, 
which is based directly on the estim ated error variance b \ — | e | 2, namely: as one 
approaches the “p roper” order k , either (<7fc — ctk+i ) will be very small, or else his 
estim ate  of <7jt+i will suddenly become negative. This rule appears to  have been 
derived from  experience w ith sim ulated d a ta  sets when the “p roper” k is known.
C han, Lavoie and P la n t’s (1981) instrum enta l variable Prony form ulation im­
plicitly assumes k known, bu t cr2K should be readily available in this m ethod and 
M arple’s rule could again be applied.
For P isarenko’s algorithm , Hayes and Clem ents (1986) suggest choosing th a t 
k for which the leading term  of the (2k +  l)-elem ent eigenvector approaches 1 
(which is known to be the correct value, bu t which is not constrained to  this value 
in the  eigenequation approach as it is in the m ethod of Prony and its variants.)
T he decision-m aking principle in these rules is basically th a t the experience of 
the experim enter or d a ta  analyser should be the  guide as to  w hether the  criterion 
value is “close enough” . This approach does very well from an engineering point 
of view, b u t a sta tistic ian  would wish to quantify  the degree of closeness in some 
way, and  there  are no results of this type available.
Thus, procedures to  decide the num ber of signals to be m odelled m ay be of 
a sta tistica l, theoretical na tu re , and carried out prior to the frequency-estim ation
9procedure, or may be of an ad-hoc type and carried out as p a rt of the frequency 
estim ation procedure. In either case, the procedures do not seem to be widely or 
successfully used in the way Akaike:s criterion for autoregressive order has been.
CHAPTER 2
SU R V E Y  OF N O N -A U T O R E G R E S S IV E  P R O C E D U R E S
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2.1 In tr o d u c tio n
The first new result th a t will be presented in this thesis is the Law of the 
Ite ra ted  Logarithm  for frequency estim ates for Problem  1, derived from  nonlinear 
regression or Fourier (periodogram ) analysis, which is the content of C hapter 3. 
C hap ter 2 describes the procedures th a t go by these nam es, and the  results th a t 
are already available for them , by way of in troduction. It also describes a class of 
algorithm s, associated w ith  the names of P isarenko and of Prony, th a t are based 
on a reform ulation of (1.1.1) into an Autoregressive-M oving Average (ARM A) 
process where the  num erator and denom inator of the ra tional transfer function 
are identical and of order 2k; these algorithm s will be re la ted  in the sequel to  the 
autoregressive spectral frequency estim ation procedures of C hap ter 4 and 5.
There are a variety of algorithm s available for these problem s besides the 
principal ones listed in C hapter 1; any m ethod of estim ating  a spectra l density 
m ay be used in solving Problem  2, for exam ple fitting a more general ARM A(p, q) 
m odel, or fitting  an MA(g) model, and locating the  m ode of the estim ated  density. 
K ay and Maxple (1981) review such spectral estim ates, and  it is evident th a t, 
at least for the  algorithm  they  have used to  im plem ent the spectra l param eter 
estim ation, the  frequency estim ates are poor. However, one is here also faced w ith 
the  problem  of param eter estim ation  for ARMA and MA processes, which has an 
extensive lite ra tu re  arising from Box & Jenkins (1970), and significant unsolved 
difficulties.
Historically, seasonal frequencies were the first to receive sta tistica l a tten tion , 
bu t the  objectives of seasonal analysis are usually to  filter out frequencies assum ed 
by a priori argum ent to  be present, ra th e r th an  to  estim ate  frequencies th a t are 
unknow n, so the seasonal ad justm ent algorithm s do not fall w ithin the  am bit of 
th is thesis [see G ranger (1976) for a review].
T ian  (1985) proposes an algorithm  for estim ating the period (in the time
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dom ain) of a signal w ith the property  s(n)  =  s(n  -f d), for some positive d and all
positive integers n w ith  additive s ta tionary  noise. This includes (1.1.2), but also 
m ore general signals such as periodic block signals, saw tooth  waves and  periodic 
exponential decay. Except for (1.1.2), these axe not second-order stationary , but 
belong to  the  more general class of seasonally stationary  tim e series defined by 
Parzen  & Pagano (1979). T ian ’s procedure has the difficulty th a t he assumes the 
period d to be an exact integral m ultiple of the sam pling interval; it is not clear 
for which tim e series this p roperty  would hold unam biguously, bu t for which d is 
not known a priori , so even in the special case of Problem  1 it seems unlikely th a t 
T ian ’s procedure would be a ttractive.
We now proceed to exam ine the principal algorithm s in greater detail.
2 .2  N o n lin ea r  R eg ress io n  
2 .2 .1  D e sc r ip tio n  o f  p roced u re
Consider solving Problem  1 by estim ating utj, j  =  0 , . . . ,  k — 1 in (1.1.1) 
directly  by the m ethod of least squares. T he model is usually reparam etrised  to 
the form
( 2.2.1)
where a j  =  pj cos <j>j, ßj  =  pj sin (f>j for p j, (pj as defined in (1.1.1).
Define
yT =  {y(o) , . . . ,y( iv - 1)}
eT =  {e(0),. .  •, e (N  — 1)}
l
COSWi smuq
0
cos (m>2 sino;2
1 0 1
COSWjfc sinwfc
0
.cos(Ar — l)wi sin(iV — l)«^ cos (N — l)uk sin (N — l)u>jt.
[oil,/? l,0 2 ,/?2 , • • • jOCkjßk]
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and  w rite this set of equations as
y =  X (w )0  +  € , (2.2.2)
so the least-squares problem  is to minimise
eTe =  (y -  X( u) i p) T (y -  X(u) ip)  . (2.2.3)
Now, th is problem  is linear in the param eters in 0 , and  nonlinear in the  param eters 
and the param eters in 0  may be estim ated, as functions of by
=  ( X TX ) ~ 1X T y (2.2.4)
in the  usual way. Using these estim tes, the  nonlinear param eters m ay then  be 
found by Gauss-Newton where now there is a more complex function to  minimise, 
nam ely th a t found by substitu ting  (2.2.4) into (2.2.3), so we have
=  (y -  X ( X TX ) - ' X T y) T (y -
=  yT y -  y TX ( X TX ) - 1X Ty-  yT X { X TX ) ~ l X T y 
+  yTX ( X TX ) - 1X TX { X TX ) - 1X Ty
= yT( I - X { X TX ) - ' X T)y
= yT Py  (2.2.5)
where P  is the projection onto the orthogonal com plem ent of the space spanned 
by the columns of X .
Algorithm s for solution of this problem  include the variable pro jection  algo­
rithm  of Golub and Pereyra  (1973,1974), based on the  G auss-N ew ton algorithm ; 
or the m ethod of cyclic descent, whose application to  th is problem  is described 
in Bloomfield (1976). A lternatively, one can simply apply the Gauss-Newton al­
gorithm  to  the original problem  of minimising (2.2.3) w ithout first separating  the
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linear and nonlinear param eters. Sm yth (1985) gives a review of these procedures 
in C hap ter 1.
Bloomfield (1976) points out th a t in the separated  regression, for a single 
sinusoidal com ponent, m inim ising (2.2.5) is equivalent to  locating the  m axim um  
of the  periodogram  of the da ta , and it will be seen th a t the same convergence 
results for the  frequency estim ates hold in b o th  cases.
Jennrich  (1969) shows th a t the estim ates from the G auss-N ewton non­
linear least squares procedure are consistent, and th a t the algorithm  is asym pto t­
ically stable. Details of the im plem entation of such algorithm s may be found in 
B rent (1972), or F letcher (1980).
2 .2 .2 . T h eo rem s for th e  freq u en cy  e s t im a te s .
H annan (1971) proves results about frequency estim ates from nonlinear re­
gression in the  following variation of the model (2.2.1). Let u;0 € (0, tt), and let 
{e(n)} be a realization of a s ta tionary  tim e series, (rj(j) are i.i.d. (0,1)):
oo
€(n ) =  -  i )  > la 0 ’)l < 00 ’
— oo
w ith  spectral density /( • ) ,  and define
y(n) = fi + a  cos u;0n +  ß  sin won +  e(n)
=  z (n ,u )  +  e(n) .
Assum e a 2 + ß 2 >  0, and w rite *pT = (^ ,a ,/? ) .  Then H annan’s (1971) results are 
th a t, under the  above conditions,
N ( u  — uj0) 0 a.s. ( 2 .2.6)
and {iV 2 (t/j — 'ip)T , N 3/2(lj — u;0)} is asym ptotically  norm al w ith zero m ean and 
covariance m atrix
? =  27t/ ( u;o)
-1 0 0 0
0 12 0 ß / 4
0 0 12 —a / 4
.0 ß/ 4 —a / 4 ( a 2 + /? 2) /6
(2.2.7)
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W alker (1969) also obtains this result under slightly stronger conditions.
H annan (1973^ proves a theorem  for the case u ?0 =  0 or c j 0 =  x, nam ely tha t 
for some alm ost surely finite integer Nr determ ined by the actual realization of 
the process, then  for N > Nr the least-squares estim ate ujn satisfies cl?2v =  ^o- 
As well, the d istribu tion  of N ~3/2(ljn — w0) is concentrated  at the origin. This 
behaviour reflects the fact th a t if the  process has a non-zero m ean, i.e. ujq =  0, 
the  periodogram  will have an obvious absolute m axim um  at oj =  0; so defining a 
m odel like (2.2.1) w ith  uj$ =  0 may not be a useful way to  describe a d a ta  set.
2 .2 .3  S p ec ia l case: tw o  freq u en cies c lo se  to g e th e r .
Bloomfield (1976) shows by sim ulation exam ple th a t when there is more than  
one frequency com ponent present, it is necessary to estim ate them  at the same 
tim e ra th e r th an  estim ate one by nonlinear regression, sub tract out its effect, and 
then  estim ate  the o ther, since the com ponents interfere w ith each o ther, if bo th  are 
strong and have sim ilar frequencies. For the joint nonlinear regression problem  for 
two sinusoids, whose frequencies are allowed to  approach each o ther as N  increases 
in the  m anner described below, H annan and Quinn (1986) prove a strong law of 
large num bers and central lim it theorem  for the frequency estim ates.
The two frequencies present are defined to  be u;o, +  ao/N, u> € (0, x) and 
a0 >  0, and we may consider model (2.2.1), although H annan and Q uinn (1986) 
allow a m ore general noise structure . The algorithm  they use is,
firstly find an initial estim ate cl?o of cjq by taking the frequency at which the 
periodogram  is maximised. They 
then  perform  a grid search around cl? to  find values of
cl?!, cl?2 th a t m axim ise (2.2.3) (th a t is, w ith respect to the  param eters ip) 
and the  associated ip.
Finally, they  perform  a full nonlinear least squares m inim isation 
using the values ip, cl?!, d?2 found in step 2 as s tarting  values.
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This algorithm  is com putationally  burdensom e, even a small grid in the search 
step leading to a large num ber of calculations to  find starting  values; b u t it provides 
good resolution. The test d a ta  set of Kay and M arple (1981), w ith  N  =  64, and 
frequencies =  1.25664, u;2 =  1.31947 (so ao == 4.02) gave estim ated  frequencies 
Cji =  1.25869, cj2 =  1.31433.
U nder technical conditions for which we refer to  H annan & Q uinn’s paper, 
they prove th a t
N(u> i —u>o)—>0 a.-s., N (&2 — [wo +  ao/N])  —*■ 0 a.s.
if we define u>i, u;2 so th a t u;2 >  Cj\\ and also give a central lim it theorem  for the 
param eter vector ( ^ r ,uo , a) whose covariance m atrix  has an extrem em ly complex 
form  not given here. It is of in terest th a t the frequency estim ates still in this 
case show the accelerated convergence th a t appears in the periodogram  and other 
nonlinear regression cases, and th a t this is apparen t even for a relatively small 
d a ta  set ( N  = 64).
2 .3  F ou rier (P er io d o g ra m ) A n a ly s is  M eth o d s  
2 .3 .1  O v erv iew
T he estim ation of power spectra  by Fourier analysis is a topic on which there 
is a vast lite ra tu re . B lackm an & Tukey (1958), Jenkins & W atts  (1968), H annan 
(1970), K oopm ans (1974), Bloomfield (1976), and Priestley (1981) are a few of 
the books giving elaborate trea tm en ts  of this m aterial, and the review by Kay 
and M arple (1981) sum m arizes the advantages and drawbacks of such spectral 
estim ates.
This section will confine itself strictly  to  the problem  of estim ating  a frequency 
from the  periodogram . For the sake of completeness the problem s of ‘aliasing’ and 
‘leakage’ are m entioned since they directly relate to the estim ation  of frequency.
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2 .3 .2  P r o b lem  1: lo c a tin g  freq u en cy  o f  a s in u so id a l co m p o n en t
W alker (1971) proposes to  estim ate ujq in Problem  1, w ith k = 1 in (1.1.1) 
using m axim um  likelihood, since if the e(n) have Norm al d istribu tion  the log like­
lihood function of the  observations (y (0 ) , . . .  , y(iV — 1)} is
N
L N(p0,(f),LJ0, a 2) =  log(27TCT2) -  \ S N{p,<j>,u)/t72 
where a 2 =  E{e(n)2} and
N - 1
S N ( p , ( j ) , u j )  =  ^ { y ( n ) - p c o s ( u ; n + 0 ) } 2 •
n = 0
W alker actually  uses the param etrisation  (2.2.1) so th a t the log likelihood is a 
linear function of am plitudes a  and ß  and is only nonlinear in ljq •
From  this form ulation he shows th a t the frequency estim ate Cj is such th a t
I n (Cj ) =  m ax I n (lj)
u/€ [0 ,7 t]
(2.3.1)
where I n (uj) is the periodogram  intensity  function, defined by
I n (u )
2_
N
N - 1 2£ V(n)e (2.3.2)
n = 0
th a t is, the  nonlinear least squares problem  presented by the m axim um  likeli­
hood form ulation is equivalent to  locating the frequency which maximises the 
periodogram . W alker (1971) proves the following.
T h eo rem : (W a lk er). Let jj G (0,7r). Let y(n) = a  cosnw0 +  ß  sinnu>0 4- e(n) 
where the t(n) sure i.i.d ., E{e(n)}  =  0, E{e(n)2} =  a 2 <  oo. Estim ating ce, ß by 
least squares, Cj as in (2.3.1) and d2 — -^{Yln^o v(n )2 ~  n^ (^)}j then
1. The estimators d , ß, Cj , a2 are all consistent as N  —► oo.
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2. { n s (a  — a ) , 7i2(/§ — ß ) ,n 3/2(Co — a;)} converges in distribution to Gaussian, 
with zero mean vector and covariance m atrix (cf. (2.2.7))
$ =  2(J:
1 0 ß /2
0 1 - a / 2
ß / 2  - a / 2  ( a 2 +  ß 2)/S
- l
2<72 ( a 2 +  i ß 2) - 3  a ß - 6 ß
—Saß (4 a 2 +  ß 2) 6a
- 6 ß 6a 12( a 2 -4- ß 2)
H annan (1973) proves this result under more general conditions, and also proves 
for the frequency estim ate  Co the stronger result N(Co — to) —► 0 alm ost surely; c.f. 
(2.2.6) for the nonlinear regression case.
T he actual com putation  of the estim ates is not dealt w ith by H annan (1973). 
Clearly it requires a sm ooth function to which can be applied the Newton-Raphson 
ite ra tion  procedure. T h a t is, we find Co as the limit of the  sequence
I'N(uk)
^ k + 1  =  U k  — 1 2X, —, . . .
/&(«*> ’
stopping when, for some predeterm ined (small) 6 > 0, |u>fc+1 — u>fc| <  6.
W alker (1971) suggests a complex procedure to select a s tartin g  value for this 
algorithm , commencing w ith the  frequency uq associated w ith the  largest ordinate 
of the s tan d a rd  Fast Fourier Transform  periodogram  estim ate and refining this 
value by parabolic in terpolation. He rem arks th a t the reason for this refinem ent is 
th a t, for the ite ra tion  to  converge the difference betw een uo and  the starting  value 
m ust be op( N ~ 1). G iven the recent advances in nonlinear optim isation  proce­
dures, this is probably not such an a ttrac tive  com putation as to be autom atically  
preferred to perform ing the full nonlinear regression for the equivalent result.
2 .3 .3  P r o b lem  2: lo c a tin g  th e  m od e o f  an a b so lu te ly  co n tin u o u s  sp ectra l 
d en sity .
N ewton & Pagano (1983) suggest solving Problem  2 defined in C hapter 1 
using a B lackm an and Tukey (1958) type of windowed spectral estim ato r based
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on initially estim ating the autocovariance sequence r ( j ) ,  j  =  0 , . . .  , M  for some 
M  chosen to  satisfy certain  conditions. They thus produce an estim ate of the 
spectrum  which is a trigonom etric polynom ial,
= f(0)/27r +  -  jrf J f 0 ’)c o s iw  , w 6 [—tt, tt] (2.3.3)
where r( j )  = ^  y(/)y(/ +  |j |)  |j |  <  iV and /:(•) is an even function (an
averaging kernel: see H annan (1970) p.275ff for examples and discussion). Then 
we have, from  the m ean value theorem , if ujq is the  frequency m axim ising the true 
spectra l density /(w ) of the process (1.1.3), and to maximises (2.3.3), then
(Cj — coo) =  f k ' M i v o ) / > (2.3.4)
I wo — w*| <  |wo — w|. More generally, if f(to) has K  local m axim a w i , . . .  , lok they 
can all be located  in this way. We require the following conditions on the kernel
* ( • ) :
1. 3 r >  2 such th a t
0 <  d  <  °o (2.3.5)
x —**0 I *2/1
2. 6 (0 ,1 ) such th a t J  |x |2+<5|A:(a:)| dx < oo (2.3.6)
and  we assum e th a t the autocovariances decay at such a ra te  th a t
oo
^ 2  \j\2+6r(j )  <oo  (2.3.7)
j =  — oo
for the same 6 as in (2.3.6). This imposes a certain  degree of sm oothness 
on f((o) (it shall be twice continuously differentiable, so th a t convergence of 
the  num erator and denom inator in (2.3.4) makes sense), and th is fu rther has 
an effect on the bias of the spectral estim ate. For fu rther discussion of these 
conditions on k(-) see H annan (1970) p.282ff.
N ewton and Pagano (1983) prove the following theorem  under these condi­
tions:
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T h e o re m  (N e w to n  8z P a g a n o ). Suppose tha t (y(n)}  can be w ritten  as a Borel 
m easurable function o f a shifted  doubly infinite sequence o f i.i.d. random  variables 
[Rosenblatt (1959) p.260j. Let M  be a sequence o f integers such tha t M  —♦ oo, 
limjv—oo 1^ 6 =  co, and suppose that (2.3.5), (2.3.6), (2.3.7) hold; then  as N  —> oo,
T he condition on the ra te  of increase of M  is also necessary to  control the bias 
of the  estim ator; for a given N ,  the larger M ,  the closer functional approxim ation 
the tru n ca ted  Fourier series (2.3.2) gives to the  true  spectral density; bu t on the 
o ther hand, the greater the num ber of auto  covariances to  be estim ated  from  the 
same am ount of da ta . H annan (1970) p.282ff discusses bias in the m ore general 
context of spectral estim ation  by these m ethods.
We observe particu larly  the contrast between the norm ing constant in  th is case 
and the  previous one: here we have convergence in d istribu tion  for ) 2 (Cu — u>o)
and ^ ---- ► 0, so M  =  o ( N 1/ 6), , so convergence in this
case is m uch slower th an  the  usual regular estim ators which are norm ed by N * ,  
whereas for Cj estim ating ojq in (2.2.1) N 3/ 2(<2> — u o) converges in d istribution , so 
the  ra te  is m uch greater th a n  .
T here is an extensive lite ra tu re  on choice of k(-) and of M  for im plem enting 
this procedure [see H annan (1970)]. A startin g  value for the N ewton-Raphson 
ite ra tions can be found from  the raw  Fast Fourier Transform  of the d a ta , as in the 
previous case, and then  th e  derivatives of (2.3.2) will be com puted directly using 
&(•) and  M  chosen by w hatever preferred ad hoc procedure. The ad hoc nature 
of these choices is a disadvantage of this procedure, and there  are no procedures 
analogous to  the  inform ation-theoretic criteria  of Akaike (1974), Parzen  (1974),
for u T = (u 1, . . . , u K )
where 5 =  diag [{ f(vj) 1 2 r1 
f " (  v j ) J
} x 2k 2( x )dx \  j  = .
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or H annan & Q uinn (1979) for the autoregressive order-selection problem  tha t 
estim ate M.
2 .3 .4  A lia s in g  and  leakage
One of the problem s w ith sampling a periodic series at intervals A t  from a 
series defined in continuous tim e is th a t oscillations w ith  period less th an  2A£ 
cannot be detected, bu t will be confounded w ith oscillations of lower frequency, so 
th a t the spectral am plitude of low frequency oscillations may actually  not reflect 
the  behaviour of the tim e series. This problem , called aliasing, can usually be 
avoided by careful design of the recording procedure, usually involving some a 
priori consideration of the frequencies existing in the d a ta  being collected.
In th is thesis, the  observed frequency band will always be m apped onto 
[—7r,7r], so rad ian  frequency will be used. For specific examples th is m ust be 
re-transla ted  to  the  original frequency scale.
A m uch more serious problem  arises from  the  fact th a t only a finite length 
of d a ta  series is available. At the sim plest level, this m eans th a t if less th an  half 
a full period of an oscillation is observed, it will not be identified. However, the 
problem  is more complex and is due to the  relation betw een the  F in ite  Fourier 
transform  and the discrete Fourier transform . The problem  is called ‘leakage’ and 
num erous a ttem p ts  a t its solution are considered in the references a t the  beginning 
of section 2.3, and also in Thom son (1982); the  kernel spectral estim ate  used in the 
previous section is of the type used to circum vent leakage problem s due to finite 
d a ta  sequences, and H annan (1971) introduced a procedure based on a weighted 
sum of periodogram s for the same purpose.
Thom son (1982) actually proposes a whole new class of spectra l estim ate, 
based on the  finite discrete Fourier transform  of the d a ta  {y( 0 ) , . . . ,  y ( N  — 1)},
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expressed as
sin N ( lj — £) 
sin(u; — £)
dZii) , (2.3.3)
where y (n ) =  f *  exp(m £) dZ(£). He finds an approxim ate solution to  the Fred­
holm  equation (2.3.8) using eigenfunction expansions of the kernel (sin N x /  sinx); 
the spectra l estim ate is a weighted average of K  of these eigenspectra, which is 
shown to be equivalent to  a certain  &(•) in the kernel spectral estim ate  of sec­
tion 2.3.3, w ith the periodogram  as a special case. Thom son considers solving 
Problem  1 in section X III of his paper, including com m ents on the special case of 
section 2.2.3 above.
One of the advantages of param etric  procedures is th a t leakage problem s are 
avoided, a lthough o ther problem s specific to  the param etric  model m ay be present 
instead!
2 .4  P isa r e n k o ’s and R e la te d  P ro ced u res
2 .4 .1  T h e  p o le -zero  ca n ce llin g  A R M A  r ep resen ta tio n .
All of the procedures in this section apply only to  solving Problem  1, th a t is 
estim ating ljj, j  =  0 , . . . ,  k — 1 in (1.1.1). Such processes are characterised in a 
form from  which the various algorithm s are derived using the  following theorem  
of Feller (1971, p.93).
T h e o re m . Suppose tha t the sta tionary sequence {Y”(n)} satisfies the stochastic  
difference equation
d o Y (n )  +  d \Y ( n  — 1) + ----- b d ^ Y i n  — N )  =  0 (2.4.1)
w ith N  =  2k, hut no difference equation o f lower order. The characteristic equation
+  c& i£  1 +  • • • +  Q j v  —  0 (2.4.2)
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possesses k pairs o f com plex roots , w ith cjj read ( j  =  1 , . . .  , k). The
sequence { y (n )}  is o f the form
k
Y { n )  =  ^  frC?) cos n u j +  l ( - j )  sin mjj]
; = i
(2.4.3)
where the {rj(j)} are an uncorrelated sequence o f random  variables w ith zero
Conversely, choose real A j ^  0 arb itrary , and let w i , . . . ,  a;* be d istinct real 
num bers w ith ujj € (0, tt), then  (2.4.3) defines a s ta tionary  process w ith  covariances 
(2.4.4), and satisfying a difference equation of order 2k b u t no lower order.
Feller calls such processes { y (n )}  degenerate, and clearly they are of purely 
determ inistic type, being com pletely determ ined by any 2k observations, taken as 
far back in the past as we please; they correspond to processes having only the 
discrete com ponent in the spectral distribution.
We m ay identify these w ith our process (1.1.1) setting
m ean and fin ite  variance r 2, and the  A j are constants. For this sequence , the 
auto covariance sequence is
k
(2.4.4)
Y ( n )  = y(n)  -  e(n)
j = i  
k
and identifying rj(j) — co sfij, since
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from  (2.4.3). Since we defined the <j>j to be independent random  variables uniformly 
d istribu ted  on [—7T, 7r], cos 4>j (and  sin <j>j) satisfy the conditions for the random  
variables rj(j).
Thus, our process satisfies the following form of the stochastic difference equa­
tion;
2k 2k
^ 2  aj y ( n - j )  =  Y 2  aJe(n ~  ■?) (2.4.5)
i —0 j =o
which is form ally equivalent to  the difference equation for an ARMA(2fc, 2k)  model. 
In th is case, however, the same polynom ial appears in bo th  num erator and de­
nom inator of the transfer function: this is referred to as a transfer function w ith 
pole-zero cancellation, for obvious reasons.
The fact th a t (1.1.1) is of this form  is derived repeatedly  in the  literature; 
P isarenko (1973) derives it via a representation  of (2.4.4) ra th e r th an  (2.4.3); 
C han, Lavoie and P lan t (1981) derive it th rough the in terpolation  properties of 
sinusoids (see Zygm und (1959) vol.2 p .l) .  Feller (1971) includes a case of more 
general degenerate processes satisfying stochastic difference equations of odd order.
C han, Lavoie and P lan t (1981), Kay Sz M arple (1981) indicate th a t the coef­
ficients {cij} in (2.4.1) have the following sym m etry:
«2 k =  1
aj  =  a2k - j  (2.4.6)
and th is will be used in several of the param eter-estim ation  forms of the frequency- 
estim ation  algorithm .
2 .4 .2  P isa r e n k o ’s m e th o d
P isarenko’s (1973) paper is directed at recovering the  values of the  frequencies 
(jjj in (2.4.4) in the case when a sequence of 2k consecutive values of r ( j )  are known. 
This is of course not usually the case in practice, and problem s arising from  the 
need to  use estim ates r( j )  of some form will be considered subsequently.
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P is a r e n k o ’s A lg o r i th m
1. F ind  the m inim al eigenvalue /j,0 of the m atrix  R(2k) ,  of m ultiplicity  v. Then 
/i0 =  <r2 =  E { e (n ) 2}-, we will only have a 2 > 0 to consider. Unlike the original 
paper of Pisarenko, we will be concerned only w ith real auto  covariances r ( j ) ,  
which also simplifies m atters.
Case (i): v =  1. The following steps in the algorithm  apply to  R(2k)  — cr2/;
Case (ii): z/ >  1, the algorithm  applies to  the principal m inor of (R(2k)  — cr2I)  of 
order (2k — v).  In either case, the  m atrix  will be referred to  as ( R  — 
cr2/ ) ,  and it will have rank  one less th an  its order, hence only one zero 
eigenvalue.
2. F ind  the  eigenvector of ( R  — cr2/ )  corresponding to  its unique zero eigenvalue, 
denote its com ponents ( ao , . . . ,  a r ); these are precisely the param eters of the 
stochastic  differential equation (2.4.1) satisfied by the  process generating the 
r( j ) .
3. Evaluate the roots of the polynomial
do +  CL\ £ +  • • • +  a r C  =  0 ,
then  the  phases of these all different, unit m odulus roots £ i , . . . , £ r are the 
required frequencies.
4. Evaluate the am plitudes Aj from the  set of linear equations
k
2 A j cos nujj = r(n)  — cr2Sn^  n =  0 , . . . ,  k . 
j =i
Pisarenko considers the problem  th a t the autocovariance function is pertu rbed  
by additive random  noise, and uses a pe rtu rb a tio n  m ethod  to  exam ine the effect 
of this. It is not im m ediatedly obvious how this relates to  the  usual estim ation of
r(j)-
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P isarenko’s m ethod is derived in the Toeplitz environm ent of the  true  au­
tocovariance m atrix  R(k).  There has been a considerable effort m ade to reduce 
the  com putational complexity of the procedure, bu t these efforts have all been in 
the Toeplitz case, usually based in some way on the Levinson-D urbin recursion 
algorithm . Hayes and Clem ents (1986) give a com parison of several m ethods for 
deriving the  m inim al eigenvalue and eigenvector, th a t is, the first two steps only 
of the  algorithm , Cybenko and Van Loan (1986) introduce another procedure for 
deriving the  m inim um  eigenvalue of a sym m etric, positive definite Toeplitz m atrix , 
and  Cybenko (1984) produces an algorithm  for ex tracting  the Pisarenko frequency 
estim ates from such a m atrix . D elsarte &: Genin (1986) in a paper on the Levin­
son algorithm , give an extrem ely lucid derivation of C ybenko’s (1984) procedure, 
which replaces the th ird  step of P isarenko’s procedure w ith the solution of an 
eigenvalue problem  for sym m etric Jacobi m atrices.
M arple (1979) gives a brief sum m ary of difficulties arising from  estim ating 
the autocovariances. Once one leaves the Toeplitz case, it is no longer clear w hat 
relationship there is betw een the  smallest eigenvalue of the estim ated  (sym m etric, 
positive definite) autocovariance m atrix , and  an estim ate of the noise variance 
<72; and the  solution of th is eigenvalue/eigenvector problem  has no simplifying 
recursive nature .
2 .4 .3  A n  in s tr u m en ta l variab le  m eth o d
This m ethod, due to C han, Lavoie & P lan t (1981), estim ates the  param eters 
{cij} of (2.4.2) directly ra th e r th an  by solving an eigenequation and finding the 
param eters in the  eigenvector associated w ith  the smallest eigenvalue. It is form u­
lated  here for the  case where one has N  -{-2k d a ta  points, the m inim um  possible for 
this m ethod, although this form ulation is not unique (more in strum enta l variables 
m ay be used).
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The following no tation  is convenient;
V
T
X
Z
{y(2fc), y (M  + 1 ) , . . . ,  y ( N  -  l )} ( N  - 2 k ) x i
- y ( 2 k - l ) ,  . . . ,  y(0)
y(2k),  . . . ,  y( l )
- y ( N  — 2), . . . !  y ( N  — (2k 4- 1 )).
y(2k  +  1) y{2k +  2) . . .  y(2k  4* 2k)
y(2k + 2) : :
y ( iY )  y(AT +  1) y ( N  +  (2A; -  1)) _
(2.4.7)
and e is the  vector whose elem ents axe of the form  of the  righ thand  side of (2.4.5),
for n — (2k, 2k +  1 , . . . ,  N  — 1). Then (2.4.5) can be w ritten  in m atrix  form  as
y =  X a  4- e
and the  least squares estim ate of a =  ( a i , . . . ,  a,2k) is found as
ä =  (.X TX ) ~ 1X T y , (2.4.8)
bu t since E ( X Te) ^  0 this estim ate is quite biased, and so the instrum ental 
variable m atrix  Z  is in troduced to  give an unbiased estim ate
a =  (.Z TX ) ~ 1X Ty ,
where E ( Z T e) = 0. C han, Lavoie and P lan t then  suggest using a recursive al­
gorithm  such as AML [Jenkins and W atts (1968)] to  estim ate a, and in troduce a 
fu rth er simplification to  take advantage of the restriction (2.4.6).
These au thors give only restric ted  examples, where the num ber of sinusoids 
present is a) small, and b) known a priori. In these cases, derivation of the 
frequencies Cjj from  the param eter estim ates {a j } is analytically  straightforw ard; 
for a single sinusoid we have
cos uj =
27
and  for two sinusoids,
cos Cj\ , cosCj'i =  {äi ±  \Ja\  +  2(a2 +  2 ) } / 4 .
2 .4 .4  M e th o d  o f  P ro n y  for s in u so id s  in  noise
If, instead  of Chan, Lavoie and P la n t’s instrum ental variable algorithm , the 
biased estim ato r a from  (2.4.8) was used, under the restrictions (2.4.6), we would 
have the m ethod  of P rony [see for exam ple M arple (1979), H ildebrand (1956), Kay 
and  M arple (1981)]. T h a t is; pa rtitio n  the m atrix  X  of (2.4.7) into [Xi : X^[
y(2k — 1), .. y ( k ) , y ( k - 1 ), y ( ! )
X  = y(2&), y ( k  + 1), y(k), y (  2 )
c7 
. 
1
____
1 . ,  y ( N - k -  1), : y(N - k -  2),  . . y { N - 2
and define the  m atrix  J  by
- o  l -
1
J =
1
. 1  0 .
we have (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) incorporated  in the equation
y =  [Xi +  X 2 J] a  -f e
for —a  =  ( a i , . . . ,  a*), which gives us the norm al equations in the ‘covariance’ 
form, which can be solved in any of the usual ways for producing A R param eter 
estim ates in th is form, [see Kay & M arple (1981), for example]. We have, using 
the  unrestric ted  form  of the  param eter vector,
ä = ( X TX ) - \ X Ty)
= ( x Tx y 1x T{Y3*i}
= ( X TX ) - \ X TX) a  + (
= a + ( X TX ) - l ( X Te) .
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W riting out ( X T e) it is im m ediate to  show E ( X T e) ^  0 so th a t these param eter 
estim ates are asym ptotically biassed.
2 .4 .5  N o tc h  filter in g
This is a variant of estim ating param eters in (2.4.5), which is heuristic ally 
like having the AR and MA param eters (the  left and righ thand  sides of (2.4.5)) 
converging at different rates to  the same values. Procedures th a t im plem ent this 
idea are called adaptive line enhancers (ALE) in the engineering lite ra tu re , and 
as the nam e suggests, they utilise adaptive, or recursive, procedures to  perform  
the  param eter estim ation. Bhaskar Rao and R ung (1984) derive such a filter, and 
determ ine some of its properties.
P u t
2k 2k
aj y (n  - j )  = Y ^  -  j ) (2.4.9)
j=0 j= 0
where the aj  and bj are related by bj =  a Ja j , and do = bo =  1. T hen as a  ap­
proaches 1, the “no tch” shape of the filter will become sharper, a  =  1 correspond­
ing to  the  P isarenko /P rony  model (2.4.5). O n the other hand  a = 0 corresponds 
to  fitting  an AR of order 2k to  the  data; such a model will have one pair of roots 
for each of the com ponent sinusoids, and a result of Huzii (1980) shows as the 
signal-to-noise ra tio  —► oo, the spectral density of this model also approaches a set 
of delta  functions at th e  appropria te  frequencies.
B haskar Rao and R ung (1984) propose a com putationally  complex nonlinear 
optim isation via the Gauss-Newton algorithm  to  produce estim ates äj.  They also 
exam ine analytically the  effect of having k too large or small, although they do 
not directly propose a  procedure for selecting k. Details of their im plem entation 
are given in the ir paper.
2 .4 .6  S ta t is t ic a l p ro p er tie s  o f  th e  freq u en cy  e st im a to r s
Most of the developm ent of these procedures has occurred in the engineering
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and num erical analysis lite ra tu re , and there does not appear to be a unified account 
of the  statistica l properties of the frequency estim ates considered in th is chapter.
A pproxim ations to the variance of the frequency estim ator in the asym ptotic 
d is tribu tion  are given by Chan, Lavoie and P lan t (1981) for their procedure, based 
on the  Taylor series approxim ation
var(a>) %
d u
dä(  1)
2
var a ( l)
a(l)=a(l)
from  the asym ptotic variance of the param eter estim ates a: for a single sinusoid 
they give
p  v _1______1 +  2 cos2 up
2N  [ S N R s i n u o  cos2u>o]2
where S N R  =  101og10 for more th an  one sinusoid the expressions become 
extrem ely complex.
Sakai (1984) derives an approxim ation to the variance of the  estim ato r u  
ob tained  from  the Pisarenko procedure, for a single sinusoid,
1 /  cr2 \  2 f 4 cos4 u  — 3 cos2 u  +  11 
var(ui) sä —  ^ 2 ^ 1  J  (  s in ^ (1 +  2 cos2 u ) 2 }
and also shows th a t in the  two sinusoid case, the variance of the frequency esti­
m ato r for one sinusoid does not depend on the SNR of the o ther sinusoid, (details 
in Sakai’s paper).
An interesting point m entioned by Sakai bu t not derived or proven is th a t 
apparen tly  for ‘large’ SNR, the variance comes to  depend on N ~ 2
ra th e r th an  iV-1 . This behaviour will reappear la ter in one of the AR-based 
frequency estim ators.
CHAPTER 3
LAW  O F T H E  IT E R A T E D  L O G A R IT H M  F O R  F O U R IE R
E S T IM A T E  OF SIN U SO ID A L  F R E Q U E N C Y
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3.1  In tr o d u c tio n  and  T h eo rem
In this chap ter we will be concerned w ith the special case of Problem  1,
y(n)  = p0 cos(nu>0 +  <f>) +  x(n)
=  ao cos nujQ +  ßo sin nu>o +  x(n)
(3.1.1)
(3.1.2)
and  observations {y( 1 ) , . . . ,  y (N )} .  Following engineering usage, x (n )  will be 
referred to  as the (coloured) noise com ponent of the observations, and  s(n)  =  
po cos(nu;o 4- <f>) will be called the signal. The param eters po, ujq are assum ed to 
be real scalars, po > 0 and uq € (0 ,7r). The phase angle (j> is considered to be a 
real random  variable w ith uniform  distribu tion  on (0,27r). (A ssum ptions on x(n)  
will be dealt w ith below.)
Define
9at(0) (3.1.3)
n=l
and choose Cj to be the  frequency th a t m aximises gy(ö) as our estim ate  of u;o; 
then  we have from  (2.2.6)
N(Cj — ujq) -h► 0 a.s. ,
and N zI2(Co—(jJq) is asym ptotically  norm al w ith m ean zero and variance 487t/ ( cj0)/P o 
where f {6)  is the spectral density of x(n).  (N ote th a t (3.1.3) is N ~ 1 tim es I n {9) 
defined at (2.3.2). This inconsistency of definition is common in the  lite ra tu re , bu t 
of course has no effect on the actual frequency estim ate). This strong law of large 
num bers and C entral Limit Theorem  are also true for the frequency estim ates 
obtained  from  nonlinear regression.
We can m ake a very precise statem ent about the m agnitude of the  asym ptotic 
fluctuations of (lj — uo), which is the content of the following Law of the  Ite ra ted  
Logarithm  [Hannan Sz M ackisack (1986)]. The following technical assum ptions are 
required of the  coloured noise process x (n).
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Assume (x (n )}  is generated by a zero m ean, weakly mixing sta tionary  process,
E { x ( n )  I E - o o }  =  0 a.s. (3.1.4)
where T n is the  cr-algebra generated by {x( j ) ,  j  < n}. Following G ordin (1969), 
w rite x(n)  as the  sum of orthogonal com ponents
u ( n , n  - j )  = E { x ( n )  | F n - j }  -  E { x ( n )  | (3.1.5)
oo
x(n)  =  u (n , n — j ) (3.1.6)
j =o
and  define a( j )  >  0 by
E { u ( n , n  -  j ) 2} = a ( j ) 2 .
T hen the  following assum ption is m ade on the  (a ( j)} :
i00 r h
ü l ü ^ O 2} <oo-
j =0  ^1=J J
(3.1.7)
T h e o re m  3 .1 .1 . Let  y(n)  be generated by (3.1.1), w ith (3.1.4), (3.1.7) holding, 
for ljo 6 (0,7r). I f  Cj is the frequency o f the largest m axim um  o f #jv(0) defined in 
(3.1.3), then
lim sup
N —i-oo
A T ^(2 1 o g lo g iv ri | l 8 ^ j
_ i
(c0  - U J o ) 1 a.s. (3.1.8)
A more general theorem  can be proved in the case where
k
y (n ) =  ^  Pi cos(UJj n  +  <t>j) +  x (n)  , 
j= i
and LOj are estim ated  by luj, the frequencies of the k largest local m axim a of <?jv($); 
in this case uq , po are replaced by ujj, pj and Cj by Uj in (3.1.8), which then  holds 
for each j  — 1, . . .  , k .  The proof given here is restric ted  to the case k =  1, since 
the generalization to k sinusoidal com ponents in the signal is straightforw ard.
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Since H annan (1973) shows th a t for u>o =  0,7r there  exists an alm ost surely 
finite JV0 such th a t |u; — cjq| =  0, N  >  iV0, these values of are excluded from 
the theorem . (Note th a t this iV0 is not a stopping tim e.)
We use the random  variables u (n ,n  — j )  defined in (3.1.5) to represent the 
( r (n )}  in the following way. This representation  is due to  Gordin (1969), and is 
fu rth e r developed in An, Chen Sz H annan (1983). (Some errors in the  form ulation 
in the  la tte r paper are corrected in H annan Sz M ackisack (1986)).
Define
oo oo
z ( n ) = XI S  u(n + n  + ,
j =o i=j
then  straightforw ard algebra shows th a t
oo
z(n)  — z(n  +  =  x(n)  — u(n  -f j  +  1, n  +  l ) e “"^-7+1)u,° .
i=o
D enote the second term  on the right in this expression £(n), so
oo
C(n) =  u(n  + j  +  1 ,n  +  l ) e _ , -^7+1 u^;o 
j—o
so th a t we can represent the coloured noise x(n)  by
x (n )  =  z(n) — z (n  +  \ ) e lUo +  f (n )  • (3.1.9)
This is useful because 
N
^ { z ( n )  -  z (n  +  l j e “ '" 0} =  z ( l ) e _ i"° -  z ( N  +  l ) e “ i(Ar+1)"° . (3.1.10)
n=l
T he sequence {C(n )} is m easurable T n-n ,  and E {£ (n )  | J-'n} =  0. This is 
seen because, for fixed j ,  u (n , n — j )  are m artingale differences (taking conditional 
expectations in (3.1.5)). Thus the f(n )  are complex, weakly mixing, stationary , 
square in tegrable m artingale differences, and this will be used in the  proof of the 
theorem , which is given in the next section.
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3.2  L em m as and  P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem
The proof of the theorem  depends on a sequence of lemmas th a t develop an 
alm ost surely equivalent m artingale representation for the process y(n), to which 
a Law of the Ite ra ted  Logarithm  result of S trassen (1964) is then  applied. These 
lem m as will be s ta ted  and  proved first.
L em m a 1. N ~ 1q' (^uJo) —► — Po/24 a.s.
To prove this, define
N
Cj =  n Jy(n) cos na;0
71=1
N
Sj  =  nJy(n) sinnuo
71 =  1
then
qNi^o) = \ N ~ l (c0 + is0)\2
q'N ((jJo) =  2 N ~ 2 ( c 1 s q -  cqS i ) (3.2.1)
?!v(wo) =  2iV- 2 (Cj 4- 52 -  s052 -  c0c2)
and
N ~ 2q%(u>0) = 2 { (iV -2d ) 2 +  (iV -2d ) 2 -  ( iV -1So)( iV -352)
-  (iV - 'co K iV -3^ ) }  . (3.2.2)
P r o o f. By the Lem m a in H annan (1973), the  noise com ponent contribution  to
the  Sj and cj is o (l) , and s tandard  form ulae for sum m ing expressions such as
V' N o 2^n=i cos ncjo give
N ~ 2~ 1Cj =  a 0/(2j + 2 )  +  o(l) 
N - ’- 1sJ = ß 0/ ( 2 j + 2 ) + o ( l )
which when su b stitu ted  into (3.2.2) give the result.
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L em m a  2. Let
u\ =  (Y T oglogiY )- 2 x(n) cos nup
n=1
N
Vi =  (Y T oglogiY )- 2 x (n )s in n ig
n=l
N
w\  =  (Y 3 log log Y ) -  2 nx(n) cos nu;o
n=l
N
x\  = (iY3 log log iY)- 2 nx(n)  sin nuip
n=l
Then
(Y  log log Y ) 2q'N (uJo) =  - \ ß o U i  +  \aoVi  +  ß0w i -  a 0z i 4- o ( l)  .
(T his result is essentially s ta ted  in H annan (1973).)
P r o o f .  Substitu ting  y(n)  =  s(n)  -f x(n)  in to  the  expression (3.2.1) for q'N (wo) we 
have an  expression for (iY log log N ) ~  2 q'N ((jj0) th a t has term s from  the ‘s ignalxsignal’. 
‘s ignalxno ise’, and ‘no isexnoise’ com ponents of (3.2.1),
(YTog log N )~ ?  q'N (uJo) =
,  N N
(Y  log log Y ) -  2 2 Y -2 < n s(n ) cos nu;0 s (n ) s in m j0
 ^n=l n=l
N N  >.
—  ns(n )  sin tiujq s(n)  cos nujQ >
n=l n=l '
f  N  N  .
+  2Y  1 < wi  s(n ) sin nu>0 — Xi s(n ) cos nu>0 >
 ^ n=l n=1 '
✓  iV N  x
+  2 N ~ 2 < f i  n s (n ) cos nu;o — u\ ns (n)  sin ncjo f
 ^ n=l n=l ^
-\tL(N  log log Y ) -  2 J ( Y -  2 x (n ) cosm^o ) ( Y -3 '/2 n x (n )  sinnc^o
 ^ '  n=l '  '  n=l
— ( Y -  2 z (n )  sinnoio^ ^ Y -3 / 2 na:(n) cos nc^o^ • (3.2.3)
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The ‘signalxsignal’ term s (appearing first) can be shown to equal the real part of
N
(»V log log iV)_ 2 iV_2( a 0 +  ißo)N  T
n=l
and  since Yln=i  n exP (—2mu>o) —'m2 i'§Z Yln=:i exp( —2inuj) =  O(JV), the whole 
expression is 0 (lV lo g lo g  N) ~  2 =  o (l) . By the same argum ents used in proving 
Lem m a 1, the  next ‘signalxnoise’ term s reduce to
“ TT^ i + “7^ 1 + ßo™i ~  »0^ 1 + o(l) .
Finally, to  show th a t the ‘noisexnoise’ term s are o (l)  we observe th a t, ignoring
the factor ( log log N ) ~  2 , they contain products of expressions like 
N N
N ~ a XX x(n)  cos moo , N ~ a XX x(n ) sinnc^o , a >  \  ,
(3.2.4)n=l n=l
N
N  b XX nx(n)  cos mop , N  b XX n x (n ) sin ncjQ , b >  — ,
n=l n=l
and a +  b =  |  in each product.
We now apply Theorem  1 of H annan (1978) to, for exam ple, the  last of the 
term s in (3.2.4), defining
N
d2(N)  =  sin2 7^0 (=  0 ( N 3))
3= 1 
N
K N ) =  X X ^ Ü ) sin ^ ° / ^ 2(iY) (3.2.5)
j=i
a (N)  =  c f ( N ) / N b
y(n) =  n sin nu 0  ,
so th a t
a( N)b( N)  =  N  b nx(n)  sin mop .
n=l
The theorem  says th a t a(N)b( N)  converges a.s. to zero if
0 0
C(ljq) =  XX a 2( ^ ) y 2(7 ^ ) ( l ° g n )2/ d 4(iV) < 00 .
n=l
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and substituting the value (3.2.5) into C(u>o) gives
,22. (log n)2
C M  < c Y  — C oo
n = l
as required. Precisely analogous arguments apply to the remaining factors in the 
‘noisexnoise’ expression, so that it is all o(l), completing the proof of Lemma 2.
L em m a 3. Using the representation (3.1.9) for x(n)  we have
N
(IV log log IV)~ 2 ^ 2  x (n ) e _m“ ( i  -
n—1
r N  2
= (N  log log N )~  q  N - '  J 2  E  « 0 ^ ' " °
^ 7 =  1 /= 1
7=1  J
P ro o f. By rearranging the sums we have
N
£ > ( n ) e - i"“'° ( i  -  n / N)
n = l
x(n)e inu,° ( l  — n / N ) — y r ( n )e - i n w o
n = l  
N - 1 ,  j
n = l
E i E  * (" )e-in“° - 1 EiV
7=1  n = l
j
n= 1
iV
E ^ E - 1 E - jf E *(»*) — mu  o .(3.2.6)
71 = 1 71 =  1
By the Lemma in Hannan (1973), the last term on the right is o(l). Using (3.1.9)
N
7  = 1 71 = 1
and (3.1.10) we obtain
71 = 1
E  x(n)e~ inu° = Y  M e ~ inu° +  E
71 = 1 71 = 1
N
-  Y z(n + l ) e - i(n+1)"°
71=1
N
= Y  C(rc)e“ i"u’° +  2( l)e - i“0 -  z{N  +  l)e~ i(N+1)"°
J =  1
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and substitu ting  this into the rem aining term s of (3 .2 .6) we obtain  the first two 
term s on the right hand side in the s tatem ent of the lem m a, and also
N
i { z ( l ) e _,'"° -  z ( N  +  i ) e - i<'v+ 1>“'° } -  JV-i ^  z(n + l ) e - i<n+1>“° .
71=1
An, Chen and H annan ( 1983) prove th a t z(n)  has finite m ean square, so th a t 
\ZU) \ /U  l°g l°g  j ) ^  converges to  zero a.s. Thus the  first two term s, divided by 
( N  log log N )  2, axe o (l) , and the th ird  is bounded by
N
N ~ l log lo g ; ) -  2 \z (j  +  1)| 
j=i
which as the Cesaro sum  of term s o (l) , is also o (l) , which completes the  proof of 
the  Lemma.
Rozanov ( 1967) shows th a t sin(nu; — (f>), cos(ncj0 — <f>) are s ta tionary  and 
ergodic in the following cases:
(a) uq/ 2 tt = m /n  which is a proper fraction, and (f> is d is tribu ted  uniform ly on, 
for exam ple, the set <j> o -r 27r j / n ,  j  =  0 , 1, . . . ,  n — 1 (n  equid istan t points on 
[(f>o,<t>o +  27r]); or
(b) ujq/ 27T is irrational and (f> is d istribu ted  uniform ly on the unit circle.
Let Q be the cr-algebra corresponding to  whichever case occurs, then  we have
L e m m a  4 . Let £(n ) =  £(n) +  177(71), and let <f> be distributed as ju st described, 
independently o f the noise process x(n).  Then
h(n,(f>) =  po {£(ti) sin(no?o — (f)) — 77(71) cos(nu;o — <^ )}
is a sequence o f stationary ergodic, square integrable martingale differences, adap­
ted to T n+ 1 x Q, and
E{h(n ,  <f>)2} = p57r/(wo) .
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P r o o f. /i(n, <p) is a sequence of stationary , square integrable m artingale differences 
follows directly from the definition of f (n )  and the independence of { r(n )}  and <j>. 
T h a t they ane ergodic follows from e.g. W aiter$( 1975) (Theorem  2.2), th a t if a(n)  
is ergodic and b(n) is weakly mixing then  a(n)b(n)  is ergodic. (This is the only 
place th a t we make use of the weak m ixing assum ption on x (n ), which in tu rn  is 
inherited  by f (n ) , and hence f (n )  and 77(71)).
We prove the second p a rt of the  Lem m a indirectly, first observing th a t
fo(n, (f>) =  J m [f (n )e x p { —i(no;o — </>)}] .
We evaluate the m ean square of
 ^ n = 1
(3.2.7)
N N
2N  1^ 2 ^ 2 E i xU)x (i) }c°s(j  - 0 w °
j = i  / = i
2 /  N  1 z L  exp ~  ^  cos0  ~  duJ —7r
N - l E
j =i
+ N - l E
j =i
, U ' ( w + w o ) f (uj) did .
Since by assum ption f (uj)  is even and continuous, by Fejer’s theorem  this converges 
to Trf(ujo) (since the two factors m ultiplying /(a ;)  under the integral converge to 
de lta  functions at ±wo). We can now use (3.1.9) in (3.2.7) to express the la tte r as
 ^ n = l  ^
+  Im ( jV -=  ^ { z ( n )  -  z (n  +  )
 ^ n = l  '
and from H annan (1978), the last term  converges in m ean square to  zero. Thus 
the  first term ,
N
N ~ i  I m i C(n)e_i(m‘'°~'W}
n = 1
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has m ean square converging to tt/ ( u ; o ) ;  the sum m ands are orthogonal and sta­
tionary, by the first p a rt of this lemma, (and  are in fact the h(n,<f>)'s), and thus 
they have equal variances, zero covariances, and hence have variance t / ( cj0), thus 
proving the result.
L em m a 5. Define, as in Stout (1974) p.280,
Sj  =  £  <£)/ { 0 / M ) 2 Po } ■
k= 1
Then
lim sup I  (21V log log N )  * ( n  1 5 3  Sj  —
iV—► oo I \  }= 1
(3.2.8)
=  12 2 a.s.
P ro o f. This is based on a procedure due to  Strassen (1964), as developed in Stout 
(1974), C hap ter 5. We define the bookkeeping variables
S(t)  = S[t] + {S[1+1]- S [t] } (* -[* ])
=  53 Mi> ^ ) /  { O / O o ))2 po } +
) = 1
MM + i)
(7r/(u;o))2po
{ t - M } .
T h a t is, 5 ( t)  is the sum  5pj as defined by (3.2.8) plus a fraction of the next 
sum m and, weighted by (t — [£]). Define Un(r) =  (2n log log n )_1/ 25 (n r ) ,  and note 
th a t, for n an integer and r  6 (0 ,1 ),
Un( 1) =  (2n log log n) 2 Sn ■ (3.2.9)
Define </>(x(r)) =  f*  x(r) dr — |x ( l ) ,  for r ( r )  £ C [0 ,1]. If K  is the set of absolutely 
continuous x(r)  £ C [0 ,1] such th a t r(0 )  =  0 and J^ (d x /d r )2 dr <  1, then  Stout 
(1974) p.282 proves th a t K  is com pact, and we consider th is set K  w ith  the uniform 
topology. It is im m ediate th a t <^ (-) as defined above is continuous in x(r)  from 
this set K.
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Then by corollary 5.3.5 of Stout (1974),
Now,
P r {lim sup <p(Un) — sup <^(z)} =  1 .
x £ K
sup = sup < / x(r) dr — T r ( l )  >
xeK x e K l J  o J
, l r d i ( r ) / l  , 1 dx(r)  
•(1 -  r) -  j— r—sup 
x EK { J o dr dr
dr
(after in tegrating  by parts)
a dx(r)  
x E K  I J o d r
sup ( j  -  r )dr
sup j  J  y ( r ) ( % - r ) d r \
V II 2 <  1
( |  - r ) 2 d r |
12-2 .
(3.2.10)
The above evaluation mimics S to u t’s argum ent p.295. We now have to  show tha t 
(p{JJn) can replace (2n log log n )_ 2 ( n -1 S j  — ^-Sn) from  the original s tatem ent
of the lem m a so th a t (3.2.10) will give the desired result. We use an argum ent 
sim ilar to  S to u t’s exam ple 5.3.1:
4>(UN) -  ( iV -1(2iVlogloglV)-i Y ' S j  -  i(2iV log log iV r iS iv }
^  7 =  1 ^
/
s'
UN( r ) d r - N - 1( 2 N l o g \ o g N ) ~ i J 2 Sj ~ f^ iv ( l)
j— 1
+  i(2 jV lo g lo g JV )-i5 iv
N
UN(r) d r - N - \ 2 N  log log JV)“ * ^  S i
j= 1
(3.2.11)
since by (3.2.9) the o ther two term s cancel out. The argum ent now proceeds 
exactly as in S to u t’s exam ple, w ith / ( r )  =  1, to show th a t (3.2.11) converges a.s.
to zero.
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We axe now in a position to  present
P r o o f  o f  th e  th eo r e m . By the M ean Value Theorem , q'(u0) =  (cl; — ui0)q"(Cj), 
\ü — cjo| <  |u; — cjo|, and it is known [Hannan (1973)] th a t Co —> u,’o a.s., so th a t 
using Lem m a 1 we m ust consider
(2iV log log N ) ~ ^  q'(loss) = - iV 3/ 2(lo g lo g iV )-^ (p 5 /2 4 )(a ;-a> o ){ l +  o (l)}  (3.2.12)
and show th a t
lim sup  |(2 iV loglogiV )_ ^ ,(u;o)| =  {7rpg/(u;o)/12} 2 a.s.
N —+00
From  Lem m a 2, the  lefthand side of (3.2.12) is
{ - | / ? 0ui +  4- ßowx -  a 0x i} { l +  o (l)}  +  o (l)
and the first factor on the lefthand side can be w ritten
- I m i  ( a 0 + ißa)(N log log jV)~ * ^  x ( n ) e - in" ° ( i  -  n / N ) \
 ^ n=l '
which m ay be replaced, using Lem m a 3, by the a.s. equal expression
,  N  j  N  x
(21V log log ATT* jV "1 ' (3 -2' 13)
S  = 1 n=l j = l >
Now, if <j> in (3.2.13) has the probability  d istribu tion  described in Lem m a 4, then
from Lemma 5 (3.2.13) has lim it superior pq{tzf  (ujq)/12}  2, and the  corresponding
result is true  when /i(n, <f>) is replaced by — /i(n, </>) so th a t we have
N  j  N
lim sup(2fV log log N )  1
N —*-oo N ~ '  E E *(«> - 1Ej=  1 n = l  j= l
= Po{7r/(üJo)/12}2 a.s. (3.2.14)
Finally, we see th a t
h(n,cj)j )  -  h(n,</>2) =  2sin{(<£1 -  </>2) /2 } h ( n ,  (<j>i +  fa ~  tt) /2 )
so th a t (3.2.13) is equicontinuous in <j> w ith  respect to T.  Thus, since and the 
x (n )  process are assum ed independent, (3.2.14) is true  uniform ly on (f> (a.s. in the 
x (n )  process), which establishes the result of the theorem .
CHAPTER 4
A U T O R E G R E S S IV E  E S T IM A T E  F O R  T H E  M O D E  O F 
A N  A B SO L U T EL Y  C O N T IN U O U S  S P E C T R A L  D E N S IT Y
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4.1  In tr o d u c tio n
This chap ter addresses Problem  2, estim ating the  m odal frequency in the 
absolutely continuous model, using autoregressive spectral approxim ations. For 
ease of reference the definitions from C hapter 1 are repeated  here:
Assume th a t the  d a ta  sequence (y(n)}  satisfies
oo
V(n ) =  ^ 2 ß Ü ) e(n - J )  » ß (0) =  1 , ß { j ) real Vj . (4.1.1)
i=o
Two sets of assum ptions about the linear innovations e(n) will be used in the 
sequel:
(a) e(n) is a sequence of independent, zero m ean random  variables w ith 
E{e(n)2} =  cr2 or
(b) e(n) is a m artingale difference sequence w ith  finite fourth  m om ent, th a t is 
e(n) satisfies
E{e(n)  I E n- i }  = 0 
E{e(n)2 | ^ „ _ 1} =  <72 
£ '{e(n)4} <  oo .
Here T n is the  cr-algebra generated by e (j), j  < n, and  cr2 is the  prediction 
variance.
In order to  represent the  d a ta  sequence as an infinite autoregression, assume
also th a t b(z) = 1 + /? (l)z -f- ß(2)z2 H-----is bounded, and bounded away from  zero,
for \zj <  1. T hen we have the equivalent representation
oo
€(n ) = ' 5 2 a ( j )y(n -  j )  y «(0) =  1 (4.1.2)
ji=0
where a(z)  =  1 + a ( l ) z  + a(2)z2 H-----=  1 /b(z)  is also bounded, and bounded away
from zero, for \z\ <  1. The process y(n)  has spectral density
f ( 9 )  =  {cr2/2ir)\a{e2 , (4.1.3)
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which is assum ed to  have a single absolute m axim um  at 9 =  ujq. D enote the 
au to  covariances r(j )  = E{y(n)  y(n  +  j)} , and  form them  into a vector
r l  = {r ( l ) , K 2 r ( A - ) }  ; (4-1.4)
and  denote the (k x k) Toeplitz m atrix  of autocovariances r ( 0 ) , . . . ,  r(k  — 1),
" r(0) r ( l )  . . .  r(k  — 1 ) '
r ( l )  r(0) . . .  r(k  — 2)
. r ( k  — 1) r(k — 2) . . .  r(0 )
where the  m atrix  is w ritten  as a function of the highest-order autocovariance 
included in it, not of the m atrix  order.
Let Oi\t =  {<**(1),..., aig(k)} denote the  param eters of the pro jection  of yin)  
onto  {y(n — 1 ) , . . .  , y(n  — fc)} in L 2[dF(0)\ obtained as the solution of the Yule- 
W alker equations
R(k — l)a jt =  — rk . (4.1.6)
Given observations ( y ( 0 ) , . . . ,  y ( N  — 1)} from  the process {y(n)}  we form  the 
least squares estim ate  dj* =  {dfc(l ) , . . . ,  d*(/:)} of the autoregressive param eters 
of a  fc’th  order AR model
k
e(n ) =  a kU)y(n ~  J) » a k(Q) = 1 , C4-1-7)
>=o
by substitu ting  estim ates of the autocovariances into r*, R( k  — 1) and solving the 
equations
R ( k - l ) a k = - r k . (4.1.8)
The trigonom etric polynom ial (27t) - 1 |a (e I(9) |2 which is p roportional to  the 
inverse of f (9)  can be approxim ated by substitu ting  the  estim ated  a k in the  def­
inition of a (e 119), (dfc(j) =  0 for j  >  k), to  obtain , in the no ta tion  of N ewton &
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Pagano (1983),
k 2
(2tt) 1 |äjt(e,s)|2 =  (2x) 1 ^ 2 & k(j)e '3* (4.1.9)
7 = 0
k
=  7 (0) +  ^  7 (0  cos W (4.1.10)
/ = i
for 7 (0) =  Äü (0)/2tt, 7Ü) =  R i k ( j ) / tt, j  = l , . . . , f c ,
f c - 7
Äijb(i) = ^  a k( l )ak(l + j )  , j  = 0 , . . . ,  fc . (4.1.11)
For sim plicity we w rite
/i($) =  |ct(el<9) |2/ 27T , and Afc(0) =  |dfc(el^)|2/27r . (4.1.12)
The estim ator /i*(0) is com puted using (4.1.10) and (4.1.11), and the m inim um  of 
this function is located, which is equivalent to  locating the  m axim um  of
fk(0) =  a2/{47r2hk(9)} .
The frequency at which this stationary  point is located will be denoted Cjk.
In order for spectral estim ates and functionals thereof to  be consistent when 
derived by this procedure, the order k of the autoregression is required to  increase 
sim ultaneously w ith the  num ber of observations N  a t some relative ra te  which 
depends on the  functional in question.
Some results will now be presented on the  convergence of the  estim ate u k. 
These will be followed by some sim ulation experim ent results, and then  by a 
discussion of problem s of im plem enting the autoregression estim ation  procedure 
numerically.
4 .2  L aw  o f  L arge N u m b ers
The first convergence result for the estim ator u k is the  strong law of large 
num bers, a consequence of work by An, Chen and H annan (1982) on alm ost sure 
convergence ra tes for autoregressive spectral approxim ations.
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T h e o r e m  4 .2 .1 . If  {y(n)} is generated by (4.1.1), with assumptions (b) holding 
for the (e(n)}; if  the rate of decay of the parameters {ß(j )  , j  =  1, 2 , . . . }  is such 
that
oo
lim N* \ß(j)\ < 00 ; (4.2.1)
j - N
and if  the order k of the autoregressive spectral approximation increases with N  
in such a way that
k -*  o o , k(N)  =  o{(iV /log iV) 2} ; (4.2.2)
for LJk the frequency which maximises f k(N)(&), aud wo the frequency at which 
f (9) has its unique maximum value, cjq £ [^1,^ 2] Q [—7T, 7t]; then
lim |c5fc — uo I =  0 a.s.N—>00
P r o o f .  Theorem  5 of An, Chen & H annan (1982) states th a t, under the above 
conditions,
sup If k (N)W ~ f ( 0 )I =  o (l)  a.s.,
9
and the  proof of the present theorem  follows directly from this using a sequence of 
applications of the triangle inequality for the suprem um  norm . Since | sup# — 
sup0 / 1 <  supö \ fk — / | —► 0 a.s. by the An, C han & H annan result, we have
Also,
so th a t
\ f k ( N ) ( & k )  ~  /(w o)| -*> 0 a.s.
I /*(&*) ~  f ( & k )  I < sup I f k  — ► 0 a.s. ,
9
I/ (£ * )  -  / ( ^ o ) |  <  I/fc(wjfe) -  o)| -f I /*(&*) -  /(^ifc)l -+ 0 a.s.
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Condition (4.2.2) implies th a t f (9)  is continuous in a neighbourhood of wo, 
which lies in a com pact interval [0!,02] Q [—7r, 7t ] on which w 0 i s  the unique m ax­
im iser of / (0 ) .  T hen 3c(e) >  0 such th a t
ily differentiable. However, all the trigonom etric polynom ial approxim ations 
hk(9) have the necessary num ber of continuous derivatives, so in practice the 
application of N ew ton’s m ethod to  locate u>k is always appropriate .
2. A stronger result th an  the theorem  of An, Chen &; H annan for the  ra te  of 
convergence of fk(B) to  f (6)  is not available, so no more precise ra te  of con­
vergence of to (jJq can be inferred by this approach.
4 .3  S p ec ia l C ase: F in ite  A u to r e g re ss io n  is T rue M o d e l
In the special case where {y(n)} m ay be represented by
the  strong Law of Large N um bers (Theorem  4.2.1) holds and  the  order k0 may 
be consistently estim ated  by the B I C  criterion if k( N)  =  O(logiV). (This is the 
content of Theorem  4 of An, Chen &: H annan (1982)).
Using the  M ean Value Theorem , and the fact th a t at the  m inim um  frequency 
a?*, h'k{Qjk) =  0, we have
\6 -  w0| >  e =* |/ (0 )  -  /(w o )I >  c(e) .
Hence, arguing by contradiction, if we do not have |u>fc — wo| —► 0 a.s., then  we 
cannot have |/*(&*) — /(w o)| —> 0, which we have shown to be true.
C o m m e n ts .
1. C ondition (4.2.1) is sufficient for f (0)  to  be continuous, bu t not necessar­
j = 0
(wjt — wo) — h'k(uQ)/h'l{uj)
for some uJ G (wq ,Wfc) .
(4.3.1)
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Here, h' and h" axe the first and second derivatives of h(9) w ith respect to  0.
In this special case, Newton & Pagano (1983) prove the asym ptotic d istribu­
tion of N  i(<2>k — u;o), which is included here for the sake of completeness. In order 
to  represent the variance in the asym ptotic d istribution  of Newton & Pagano in 
m atrix  form, define the  following three m atrices:
G
■ 1 0 
a ( l )  1 
a(2) a ( l )  1
.a (k )  ................  a ( l )  1.
' a(k) 0
a(k  — 1) a(k)
: '• ’ • a(k)
_ a ( l )  ...............  a(k — 1) a (k ) .
*a( 2) a ( 3) . . .  a(k) O'
« (3)
ot(k) . * 0
. 0
Then cr2R(k  — 1) 1 =  GGT — H H T, Newton Sz P agano’s m atrix  A, while their 
m atrix  C =  GT 4- M . Define the vector
q(k) =  (sin wq, 2 s in 2 w o ,. . . ,  k sm kuo)T ;
then  we have the C entral Limit Theorem :
T h e o r e m  4 .3 .1  (N e w t o n  &; P a g a n o ,  (1 9 8 3 ) ) .  Assume {y(n)} is generated by 
an autoregression of order k with assumptions (a) holding for {e(n)}, and let Wfc 
be the estimator of a peak  frequency of f (9)  based on an autoregressive spectral 
estimate using N  observations. Then
Ni ( wt - w 0) % JV(0,<rV„)) ,
where
q(k)T (CACT)q(k)
[7rh"(uJo) ] 2
cr2 (w 0 )
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Newton & Pagano make the stronger assum ption th a t the e(n) are Gaussian, 
but this could be relaxed in view of the theorem  in the next section.
4 .4  C en tra l L im it T h eo rem
R eturn ing  to  the general case, we can again define (cJ k  —  ^o) by (4.3.1), and 
have the  following
T h eo rem  4 .4 .1 . Let {y(n)} be defined by (4.1.1), with assumptions (a) holding
This theorem  was initially proposed, under slightly different conditions, by 
Newton & Pagano (1983), w ith an outline only of a proof. They in troduce a
the  kernel function which they use to develop the expression for the asym ptotic 
variance of the frequency estim ator, and instead  of our condition (2) they require 
th a t N / k 6 —* oo, th a t is k6/ N  —► 0. They s ta te  th a t w ith  this ra te  of increase of 
k, the  effect of trunca ting
for the (e(n)}.
Assuming (1) a(et9) ^  0, b(eld) ^  0, 0 E [—7r, 7r]
(2) k ( N)  is chosen such that k ° / N  —* 0
(3) k (N)  is chosen such that
oo
jv1/2 H i) l  °
j = k + i
(4) k (N)  is chosen such that
then
condition equivalent to  our condition (3) indirectly, th rough  the ir definition of
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after the  fc’th  term  is asym ptotically negligible, bu t it is not obvious th a t this is so 
even in the simple case { a ( j)}  =  j - (3+*7) for some 77 such th a t L >  77 >  e > 0 , which 
satisfies condition (3). Moreover, they appeal to  B hansali’s (1980) results, where 
he proves a C entral Lim it Theorem  for finite subsets of the {Ri(j)}  sequence, to 
adduce a theorem  about h'(u>0), which is a  countable sum  of the  i? z (j)’s.
There appears to  be a  convergence question here which has not been addressed 
explicitly.
A different proof is given in the following section, based on m ethods in B erk’s 
(1974) paper on consistency of, and the  C entral Limit Theorem  for, autoregressive 
estim ates of the  spectral density. This proof is more direct, and the derivation 
of the  variance in the asym ptotic  d istribu tion  is more explicit, as is the  role of 
conditions on the relative asym ptotic ra te  of increase of N  and  k. In fact, under 
slightly stronger conditions th an  Berk imposes, this C entral Limit Theorem  is 
simply a special case.
In the next chap ter B erk’s argum ents will be modified to  prove the C entral 
Lim it Theorem  for the  estim ate  of u>o in the signal-plus-noise model, which cannot 
be simply form ulated as such a special case.
The conditions of this theorem  are som ewhat stronger th a n  those under which 
the strong Law of Large Num bers was proved. Since the expression for the  variance 
of uJk in the asym ptotic d is tribu tion  involves division by h"(cJo), and the  procedure 
is based on N ew ton’s m ethod, we require a t least two continuous derivatives in the  
spectral density of {y(n)}, and condition (4) is sufficient for this. This condition is 
not notably  stronger th a n  condition (3) (from Berk). Conditions (3) and (4) could 
b o th  be replaced by the  stronger condition (IV/fc4)1''2 j 2\a(j)\ —► 0 to
simplify the sta tem en t of the proof, bu t it seems preferable to  leave bo th  in order 
to simplify the proof. Observe th a t condition (2 ) is stronger th an  the parallel 
condition in B erk’s paper, and is needed to  prove convergence of /i'fc'( cj0) to  h"(cj0)
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in probability.
It appears to be possible to relax the assumptions on the innovations sequence 
(e(n)} to the less restrictive assumptions (b), but the line of proof that this entails 
is extremely convoluted and is not presented here.
It is possible to prove almost sure convergence of h'k(uj0) to h'(iüo) using 
arguments based on Baxter (1962) and Hannan & Kavalieris (1983). If we have 
condition (2) we cannot prove almost sure convergence of h'£.(uJo) to h"(u>o), but 
only convergence in probability. However, if k does not increase as fast as 0(iV 1/5), 
we cannot prove the CLT. In view of this difficulty we do not at present have a 
Law of the Iterated Logarithm result for the estimator u;*.
4.5  P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  4 .4 .1
For the sake of brevity we shall write a(u>o), Gfc(^ o) for a(e,u'°), ajt(e,u'°). Using 
the fact that
27r/i,(u>o) =  a,(iOo)a(u>0) +  a(u;o)a/(u;o) =  0 , (4.5.1)
we can express 27r/i'jb(u;o) in terms of a(a;o), afc(<^ o)j and their first derivatives, so 
that
27r
2 Ä
h k(uo) ( | j )  [{äfc(wo) ~  a(wo)}al(wo)
+  o )  ~  a (a ;o ) } a 'fc(a ;o )
+  {äfc(wo) -  a'(ci;o)}a(a;o)
4- {a'fc(a;o) -  a'(u;o)}a(wo)] • (4.5.2)
The first two summands are op( 1) as a direct result of Berk’s Central Limit 
Theorem, where the normalizing constant was (N — k)1//2, which is of larger order 
than (N/ k3)1/2.
Next, define öt(wo) to be a(cj0) truncated after the fc’th term, i.e. ^ j=o °t(j)e^Uo • 
By assumption (3) ,  a!(uJo) can be replaced by a'T(<jj0) in the second pair of sum-
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m ands of (4.5.2), so th a t we have
+  {a'fc(u;o) -  a'T (u>0)}a(u;o)] +  op( l )  .
Define the vector 7 (A;) as follows:
7*(fc) = (k~3/2)(0, , ikeiku°) ,
where * indicates the  operation  of transpose and complex conjugation. Then 
|7 *(k)7 (fc)| =  I — k ~ 3 ^ * =1 j 21 <  1 , so this is a vector th a t can be introduced into 
theorem s 2, 3 and 4 of Berk (1974). (Conditions (2) and (3) are stronger than  
conditions (iii) and (iv) of his Theorem  2.)
Let a x  =  {1, a ( l ) , . . . ,  a(k ) } ,  and define
{afc(w0) -  a'T (iüo)}
= ( N  -  k ) i~/*(k) (ak -  a T ) +  o (l)
then  B erk’s Theorem  2 can be applied to  th is to  show th a t it is equivalent in 
probability  to the s n of his Theorem  4.
Using this no tation ,
tik(u0) =  Sncl(<jü 0) + Sncl(lo 0) + op( 1)
=  2i?e{5/va(^o)} +  op( l)  . (4.5.3)
We ob ta in  the variance of S n  and of its real and im aginary parts  using Berk’s 
Theorem  3, but instead  of the decom position he uses for i?(fc)-1 (p.491), we use the 
Cholesky decom position, i?.(&)-1 =  C ( k ) C ( k ) T , where C(k)  is lower triangular, 
and defined as follows [A.oki, 1983].
Let =  diag(<7fc,(7jfe_1, . . .  ,<Ti, <t0), then
C(k)
■ 1 0
Ofjfe(l) 1
a k(2) ajb-i(l) 1
- a k(k) a k- i ( k - l )  « i ( l )  1-
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We shall be evaluating 7 (fc)*i?(fc)- 17 (fc), and  if we had used instead  of the m atrix  
C(k),  the m atrix  L(k)  defined by Berk (p.491), a typical elem ent of 7 (k)*L(k) 
would be i^ 2 lj=0 oii(l — j ) j e l^u° , in which the constants j  would be associated 
w ith coefficients ai(l — j),  whereas using the Cholesky decom position we have the 
indices of the coefficients oci(j) increasing w ith the m ultiplying constants j .  In 
B erk’s theorem s, and  the application of these theorem s in Bhansali (199o), this 
difference does not m a tte r since the vectors 7 (k) which they define have the index 
j  appearing only in the exponents of the term s e,J'u,°. Our result would not be 
obvious using B erk’s decom position, b u t it appears from  quite straightforw ard  
algebra using the Cholesky decom position.
The variance in the asym ptotic norm al d istribution  of S n  is found from
J im  [ j ( k yR (k ) ~1-/(k)] = v , (4.5.4)
N - + 0 0
and the variances of the  real and im aginary parts  in the  same way, defining 
7l(k)* = (k~3/2){j  cosju>0} and 7 R(k)* = (fc“ 3/2){; sin ju>0}, j  =  0 re­
spectively. We proceed as follows: observe th a t a typical term  of 7 (k)*C(k)  is
f  — l V “ ’0 - l ) w o  i ( j - l ) u 0 ^
{ -
i j - l /
1, 2 , . . . , k +  1
then  m ultiplying the vector w ith these elem ents by its conjugate transpose and 
recalling th a t jq\/(0)\2 = +  / '( # ) / ( # ) ,  we have
v = U -  l ) 2 K - ; ( ^ o ) l 2
/ - r 2
, ■ (j  -  l )  1 d 2
+ 2s p a\ ^ ^ =u,°
7=1  K~J
+  £ K - > o ) f _ j
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The second sum m and is zero at 9 =  u;o7 by construction of u;oi in the lim it as 
iV —► oo, h —► oo; the th ird  term  also vanishes at k —► oo, and by B erk’s Lem m a 4, 
the first te rm  converges to  |a (u ;o ) |2 /3 c r 2 . Perform ing the same algebra w ith  the ex­
pressions (4.5.4) involving instead  7 R(k)  and 7 j ( k )  we find th a t the non-vanishing 
sum m ands in the two expressions axe
Hence also cov (i2e(5iv), Im (S jv )) =  0 since var ( S n ) =  var { R e ( S N ) }+ v ^ r  { /m (5 jv )} | 
in this case. Thus we have from (4.5.3)
We make use of the following relations:
k
j 2 sin j ß  cos jO =  0 ( k 2) 
j - 1
to evaluate
v i
|a(oj0 ) | 2 
V R = ~ 6 ^ ~  
=  v / 2  .
=  | { H " o ) | 2 } 2 (4.5.5)
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where the a 2 in (4.5.5) is introduced following Berk’s Theorem  4. Thus, dividing
i
by 2 tz we have by Berk’s Theorem  3 that 
distribution w ith mean zero and variance
p- j h'k(iOo) has asym ptotically a
|a(o>o)|‘ §{^o )} 2
and his Theorem  4 also applies whence we conclude this lim iting distribution is 
Normal.
It remains to be shown that hk(ZJ) —► h"(ujo) in probability. By Theorem  4.2.1, 
since U  €  (u>fc, ) and —> u 0 a.s., U  —* a.s., so we have to deal w ith hk(u)o).
Now, if we define 7 2 W *  =  (0 ,e lu;o,4  e2luJ° , . . .  , k 2elkuj° ) / k 5/ 2 we have 
IT2 ( ^^T 2 ( ^) 1 =  ( 2 j = i  J4) A °  <  0 0  for all and hence we consider
( ~ P ~ )  ~  - " ( - 0 )}  =  ( N  -  k ) ^ 2( k ) * ( a k -  a T )
+  (4.5.6)
v y j=Jfc+l
By condition (4) the last term is asym ptotically negligible, so that the first 
term, under the conditions of our theorem, is one to which Berk’s theorem s apply. 
We can then show that the variance in the asym ptotic distribution of the first 
term in (4.5.6) is some value v by Berk’s Theorem  3, independently of k and T  (in  
fact it can be shown to  be |a(o;o)|2/5<72), and hence the variance in the asym ptotic  
distribution of { ^ ( cjq) — a"(u>o)} is ( k5/ N ) v ,  which is o ( l )  by condition (2) of this 
theorem. Hence, since {aJ(u;o) — a,#(u/o)} —► 0 in mean square, it also converges 
to zero in probability.
If we expand { h k( u0) — /i"(u;o)} in terms of djt(ojo), a(cj0) and their first and 
second derivatives, we obtain a com plicated expression involving a linear com bina­
tion of the differences ( äk(Lüo) — a"(u;o)), ( 0 ^(0 ;0 ) — 0)), and (a k(u>o) — a(cjo)).
The first of these we have just shown to converge in probability to zero; the second
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does so by exactly the same argum ent, using the originally defined 7 (fc), and the 
th ird  may be shown to converge to  zero in probability  by a precisely analogous 
argum ent, given by Berk (1974), whence 0) —► h"(u0) in probability.
Referring to  the definition of (w* — cjq) in (4.3.1), it will be seen th a t the proof 
of the theorem  is thus complete.
4.6 A lgorithm s for A R  Param eter Estim ation
Frequency estim ation  in Problem  1 is often used as a  benchm ark for the 
perform ance of A R param eter estim ation algorithm s. For P roblem  2, the  biasing 
effect of param eter estim ates is frequently less significant th an  the effect of the 
shape of the  function
/»(*) =  (<72/2 tt) ^ 2  <xk(
j = 0
- 2
which is being approxim ated  for any given k. As an extrem e exam ple of this 
effect, Table 4.1 presents m odal frequencies for /*(0) for k =  0 ,1 , 2 , . . . ,  79 for a 
very sm ooth  spectral density. This was generated by a 2nd-order moving average 
w ith  a peak at 7r/2, / ( u>) = T-(1.81 — 1.8 cos 2u). The spectral approxim ations 
have the  same peaks for k =  2j ,  (2j  +  1) as j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  39; for every odd j ,  there 
is a  mode close to  the  true  value; and right up to j  =  30, for even j  there is a 
pa ir of modes of equal height, one either side of the true  value. From  j  =  30 on 
the  spectral approxim ation is unim odal, bu t the  m odal frequency still appears to 
oscillate when j  — 39, alternately  giving for odd j  a very close estim ate of the true 
underlying mode, and  then  diverging by as m uch as 20% for even j .
This behaviour confirms the conclusions of Beam ish Sz Priestley (1981) th a t 
for sm ooth spectra  autoregressive approxim ations are inappropria te  for m odal es­
tim ation  as well as for general estim ation  of the spectral density. It dem onstrates 
why choice of order can be critical; and it seems unlikely th a t any objective crite-
TABLE 4.1
Modal frequencies for autoregressive approximations to 
f ( d )  =  £(1 .81  -  1.8 cos 2w)
O r d e r
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rion would always avoid selecting orders w ith bim odal spectra  as in the example 
above.
There is a considerable lite ra tu re  on the choice of algorithm  to solve the equa­
tions (4.1.6) or otherwise estim ate the param eters d * . Kay Sz M arple (1981) survey 
th e  available procedures; M akhoul (1981) and Findley (1981) discuss some more 
general classes of algorithm s, and  Friedlander (1982b) presents algorithm s appro­
p ria te  for adaptive estim ation (th a t is, updating  estim ates as new d a ta  become 
available).
L ev in so n -D u r b in  A lg o r ith m  (sca lar  case)
•  Initialise: Use true  au to  covariances or estim ate for j  =  0 , . . . ,  k
_1 _
The Levinson-D urbin algorithm  has received particu lar a tten tion , and a com­
pu ta tionally  faster version is provided by D elsarte & Genim (1986). Cybenko 
(1980) exam ines the num erical stability  of this algorithm , and T jpstheim  Sz Paulsen 
(1983) show th a t the  covariance estim ates used are typically biased in small sam ­
ples. Beam ish &; Priestley (1981) com pare this w ith the Burg algorithm , and
di( l )  =  —f(l)/r(0)
S? =  { l - a j ( l ) } f ( 0 )
•  Iterate: for j  =  2 , . . . ,  k
for / =  l , . . . , j  -  1
<*j(0  =  a j - 1(0 +  i ( j  -  0
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recom m end using the la tte r  particularly  when N  is small.
Paulsen & T jpstheim  (1985) com pare the Levinson and Burg algorithm s, and 
show th a t bo th  order and param eter estim ates m ay be significantly biased even 
for quite large N  for some classes of underlying process.
In the  sim ulation experim ents reported  below, the A R param eters were esti­
m ated  using B urg’s algorithm , in accordance w ith the recom m endation of Beamish 
& Priestley  (1981) and others, confirmed by fu rther experim ent. For completeness 
th is algorithm  will be briefly described.
The equation set (4.1.2) can be w ritten  in m atrix  form, for n  =  &, . . . ,  N  — 1, 
defining
ex,k =  {e(fc),...,e(AT- 1)}T
X(k)
■y(k)  — 1)
y(k  + 1) y(k)
L y ( N  -  1) y ( N  — 2)
2/(1) 2/(0) 
y(2) 2/(1)
. . .  y ( N - k - l ) .
then  ex,k =  X ( k )
1
fOik
, (where fOik are the ‘forw ard’ estim ates of Ofc) is called 
the (vector of) forw ard residuals.
Define the (fc +  l ) x ( f c + l )  orthogonal m atrix  J by
J =
0
1
1
0
then  the  effect of prem ultiplying a m atrix  by J is to  reverse the order of the rows: 
postm ultip ly ing  by J reverses the order of the columns. Using this, define the 
backw ards residuals (w ith ‘backw ards’ estim ates & )
bx,k = X( k) J
1
b&k
If the d a ta  m atrix  were augm ented so th a t observations y(n)  were set to zero 
for n < 0, n  >  (N  — 1), (‘windowed’), the backw ards and forwards residuals would
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be identical, and furtherm ore for a given N,  the residuals for increasing k would 
form an orthogonal set. For the ‘unwindowed’ d a ta  m atrix  X(k)  these properties 
are no longer present, so th a t the coefficients jock would not be identical.
B urg’s algorithm  belongs to the general group th a t minimise the forwards and 
backwards residuals simultaneously, th a t is, estim ate djt by minimising
£ 2 =  ||ex ,* ||2 +  ||&x,*||2 •
The full forw ard-and-backw ard least squares algorithm , due to  M arple (1980) 
is equivalent to  forming the  augm ented system  of equations
* X , k • x ( k )  ■ ‘ 1 '
b X ,k  . _X{k)J .dfc
(4.6.1)
and m inim ising S2 by least squares; th a t is, acting as if the  d a ta  set were twice 
as long. The rationale appears to be th a t, as the  process is stationary , th e  vectors 
in X ( k ) J  are as statistically  plausible as any others for the  continuation of X(k) ,  
so they are appended and the resulting least squares problem  solved. This is no 
worse an  assum ption th an  th a t which leads to ‘w indowing’ the data: on the other 
hand it is b e tte r th an  assum ing th a t the d a ta  are cyclic. M arple’s full algorithm  
is ra th e r complex to  im plem ent. T h a t due to  Burg (1975) uses th e  recursive 
form ulae th a t relate the  forward and backw ard residuals to  the leading coefficient 
of the param eter vector, cxj(j), known as the reflection coefficient, in the  definition 
of €fc. €k is m inim ised w ith respect to  öij(j), then  the Levinson recursion formulae 
are used to ob ta in  aj ( j  — 1 ) , . . . ,  d ; ( l )  from d j_ i  and d j ( j ) .  Details are displayed 
below.
For the  sim ulations th a t follow, the autoregressive order k was estim ated  by 
minimising the  criterion function known as A IC ,  which is equivalent to minimising 
a function like
CRI T( k )  =  ( a * ~ / 2 ) {l  +  o (l)}  +  .
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B u r g ’s A lg o r ith m
• Initialise
£x,o =  X(Q)
bx, o =  X ( 0 )
Do = 2||V(0)||2 
N —l
No  =  - 2  ] T  G -  1)
i=o
<*i(l) =  No/Do  
5 02 =  Do
• Iterate: for j  =  1,2
€x,j(0 = €x,i-i(0  + -  !)
&x,j(0 =  b x , j - i ( l  ~  1) +  ocj(j)ex , j - i ( l )
Dj  =  -D j- i{ l — a j_ iO ’ — 1)} — b2X j _ x( N  — 1) — « x j - i Ü  — •*■)
N - 1
A j =  - 2  ex , j - i ( l )bX j - i ( l  -  1)
1=0
&iU) =  Ni / Dj  
S)  = { l - a ) { j ) } S U
for / =  1 , . . . ,  j  -  1
QLj(l) = +  <Xj(j)<Xj-i(j -  /) .
(N ote th a t there is an error in Kay & M arple (1981) in the  recursive formulaefor 
the denom inator Dj  which is corrected here.)
For the  A I C  criterion, B x  — 2; in general it is a non-decreasing sequence of 
num bers, so th a t for exam ple B x  — log N  defines the B I C  criterion. Here cr\ is 
the residual m ean square obtained when the  k 1 th  order m odel is fitted.
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H annan & Kavalieris (1986) prove th a t, if as k —► oo,
± ^ l  = Cok- ß {1 + o{1)}
crz
then  the criterion is m inim ised by k = {coßN/ ( B ^  — l ) } 1^ 14"^ . If we denote by 
k th e  value of k which minimises the criterion when we substitu te  the  estim ated 
residual m ean square then
It is not known w hether such k satisfy the conditions for asym ptotic size relative 
to  N  required by Theorem  4.4.1.
4.7 Sim ulation Experim ents
4.7.1 Im plem entation of the procedure.
Some com putations have been done using sim ulated d a ta  to  investigate the 
frequency estim ation procedure described in §4.1. The autoregressive param eter 
estim ates were found using B urg’s algorithm , and the order was estim ated  using 
the A I C  criterion.
T he selected set of autoregressive param eters was used to com pute Ri k( j )  
according to  (4.1.11), then  hk(0)  and its first and second derivatives calculated 
using (4.1.12) and its derivatives, so th a t N ew ton’s m ethod  was applied using 
trigonom etric polynom ials as the derivatives.
T he initial value for the  N ew ton’s m ethod com putation was selected by eval­
uating  hk(0)  a t a grid of 200 equally-spaced points between 0 and 7r, and  choos­
ing as the s tarting  frequency th a t associated w ith the sm allest value of hk(0)  on 
this grid. In practice this seems to  lead to  the  absolute m inim um  of hk{6) quite 
reliably. N ew ton’s algorithm  is ite ra ted  until successive values of the  estim ate 
differ by less th an  some prescribed tolerance, and for these sim ulations 
I — uii+1 1 <  0.00005 was selected.
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Sim ulations were perform ed using relatively short tim e series, N  = 32,64, 256; 
and longer series, N  =  1024 and 1800. For each value of iV, 100 replications of the 
estim ation procedure were perform ed on independent sim ulated series. The first 
100 points of each sim ulated series were discarded to  elim inate the s ta r tu p  effects, 
and the  next N  points used for th a t replication.
A m axim um  order has to  be prescribed for the order selection procedure; bo th  
theoretical and commonsense considerations require th a t this be not too  large in 
relation to  the  length N  of the tim e series. For the three sm aller values of JV, a 
m axim um  order of 14 was fitted , and for the larger values, a m axim um  of 38. The 
A I C  procedure generally chose orders k less th an  these m axim a, except in the 
case N  =  256 when 14 was the m odal order selected.
4.7.2 Input data m odel
The following criteria  governed selection of an inpu t d a ta  m odel to  investigate 
the procedure of this chapter.
(1) It should not be a finite-order autoregression;
(2) The frequency at which the spectral density of the m odel has its m axim um  
should be known exactly, so th a t the  perform ance of the estim ato r can be 
evaluated. It is not sufficient for our purposes to  know only the phase angle 
of a root of the transfer function, close to  the  unit circle, nor is it adequate 
to  use the cyclical m odel used in economics,
y (n ) =  <f>(n) cos won +  7/’(n) sin won +  e(n)
<Kn ) =  P<£(n -  1) +  f (n)  
ip(n) =  px^{n — 1) +  77(71)
where e(n), f (n)  and  77(71) are uncorrelated  w hite noises, since as p moves away 
from  1 (we would use \p\ <  1), the spectral m axim um  is again not exactly at 
Wq .
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(3) Of course, the  model should satisfy the conditions of Theorem  (4.4.1), so 
we cannot satisfy requirem ent (2) in the way th a t is usually done in the 
engineering lite ra tu re  by using y(n)  =  /> cos u;0n +  e(n); however, ARMA 
processes certainly satisfy these conditions. We shall be investigating the 
case y(n) =  p cosio0n  +  e(n) in the next chapter.
An appropria te  ARMA model was designed as follows:
1. an MA transfer function was selected to  have a single obvious peak at a 
frequency not too close to  0, 7r/2 or 7r.
2. An AR transfer function w ith a sharp peak was constructed  according to
a(z)
2 COSO) *  z 2
1 +  e Z +  (1 +  e)2
(4.7.1)
(see for exam ple C laerbout (1976)). \a(eld)\2 has a m inim um  value at 9 =  uq 
which is re la ted  to  u>* by
cosujo = (1 +  e2/(2  -(- 2e)} cosu;*
so th a t for the ujq derived from  the MA transfer function an appropria te  e 
and  uj* can be chosen so th a t this AR transfer function gives rise to  a spectral 
density w ith  a sharp peak, and the AR param eters com puted from  4.6.1.
The m odel chosen by this procedure was an ARM A(2,6) w ith  spectra l peak 
at ujq =  1.24232; th a t is, we have
2 6
J 2 a ( j ) y ( n  -  j )  =  ^  ß ( j ) e ( n  -  j )  (4.7 2)
j = o  j = 0
w ith {< *(0 ),a (l),a (2 )}  =  {1 .0 ,-0 .6016 ,+ 0 .8734} , and {/?(0) , . . . ,  0(6)} =  {1.0, 
3.000, 0.3000, —6.6000, —4.2789,3.6631, 3.0525}. The spectral density of this model 
is shown in Figure 4.1.
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FIG U R E 4.2
R a di an F r e q u e n c y
S p e c t r a l  Dens i t y  for  S i mu l a t i o n  I nput
The sim ulated tim e series were generated by a FO RTRA N  program , w ith  the 
innovations e(n) generated as N ( 0 ,1) random  variables using the NAG library 
subroutine G05DDF. All com putations were perform ed on a UNIVAC 1100/82 in 
double precision.
4 .7 .3  S im u la tio n  E x p er im en ts: R e su lts
Table 4.2 shows, for each value of N,  the m axim um  order prescribed, the 
m ean of frequency estim ates from 100 replications, and the estim ated  s tandard  
deviation from 100 replications (note th a t this is 10x the  s tandard  error of the 
m ean frequency.) The table then  shows the s tan d ard  deviation in the asym ptotic 
d istribu tion  of Theorem  4.4.1, for a m inim um  order k =  4 and the m axim um  k for 
th a t value of N  (note th a t this s tandard  deviation increases m onotonically w ith
P /2).
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T he stan d ard  deviation in the asym ptotic d istribu tion  was com puted using 
the  NAG library  subroutine D04AAF to evaluate the second derivative, w ith step- 
leng th  0.001. We obtain  f (0 )  from  (4.6.2), and h(6) by (4.1.12). T he NAG sub­
rou tine gives the values
h(uj0) =  0.76395 x 1 0 "5
h'(iüo) =  0.0000 (to  eight decimal places) 
h"(w0) =  0.0033755 .
Since we know theoretically  th a t =  0, this provides a check on the perfor­
m ance of the NAG algorithm  in this case. The subroutine gives estim ates of the 
absolute error for the com puted derivatives, and these were zero to eight decimal 
places for this value of step length.
TABLE 4.2
Frequency estim ates from  100 replications of ARM A(2,6) m odel 
w ith  m axim um  at loq =  1.24232
N Max.order LOk £(u>o) a.s.
k — 4
d(u)
k =  max
32 14 1.22841 0.02903 0.00261 0.01711
64 14 1.23975 0.09436 0.00185 0.01209
256 14 1.23827 0.04108 0.00092 0.00605
1024 38 1.24361 0.02526 0.00046 0.01353
1800 38 1.24284 0.02210 0.00035 0.01020
Except in case N  =  32, the frequency estim ates ujk are all w ith in  2 s tandard  
errors of the  true  value. W hile none of the estim ated  stan d ard  deviations falls in 
the range given by the theoretical values, they are clearly approaching this range
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as N  and k increase, illustra ting  th a t convergence of the type th a t theory  predicts 
is probably occurring.
CHAPTER 5
A U T O R E G R E SSIV E  ESTIM ATE FO R THE FR E Q U E N C Y  OF A 
SINUSO IDAL C O M PO N EN T IN  W H ITE NOISE
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5.1  In tr o d u c tio n
5 .1 .1  O v erv iew  o f  th is  ch a p ter .
This chap ter is concerned w ith  solving the signal-plus-noise frequency estim a­
tion  problem  (Problem  1) using autoregressive spectral approxim ations. R ecapit­
u la ting , the  d a ta  sequence { y (0 ),. . .  , y ( N  — 1)} is assum ed to  satisfy
i - i
y{n)  =  ^  pj  cos{ujTi +  <f>j) +  e(n) (5.1.1)
j =o
for some tOj € (0 ,7r), and the Uj  are distinct from  each other. The {<pj} are 
assum ed to  satisfy the conditions of §1.1; t  is some fixed, finite constant, {pj }  axe 
positive real num bers.
T he noise process e(n) is assum ed to  be s ta tionary  and ergodic and  to  have 
absolutely continuous spectral density g(0),  so th a t the spectral d istribu tion  func­
tion  F(0)  of {y(n)} has jum ps of height p2/ 2 at frequencies 9 =  cjj, added to the 
spectra l d istribu tion  of {e(n)}.
A pplying the Lebesgue decom position to  F (0 ), or the W old decom position 
to  y (n ), it is well known th a t the process cannot be represented as an infinite 
autoregression alone, so it seems anom alous to seek to  apply the m ethod  of the 
previous chap ter to  this process. However, this is in fact widely done, and  there 
has been considerable em pirical investigation reported  in engineering journals on 
the  various difficulties of the  m ethod  as they arise in sim ulation experim ents.
Table 5.1 below gives some results for sim ulations carried out on the model 
(5.1.1) in the  special case l  =  1, g{9) = cr2/2iz, using the same frequency ljq as 
was used in the sim ulations of C hapter 4. Figure 5.1 contains stem -and-leaf plots 
of frequency estim ates for th is model for several different values of frequency o;0, 
and in itia l phase <fi.
Exam ining this Table and Figure it can be seen (a) there  appears to  be 
significant bias in the frequency estim ates, even for quite large N ,  when the au-
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toregressive order k is chosen by Akaike’s AIC criterion, and this bias is influenced 
by the  in itial phase <f>;
(b) the  ra te  of convergence of the  variance of the frequency estim ates seems to be 
faster th an  0 ( N ~ 1).
Point (a) has received extensive a tten tion  [see Stoica et al. (1986) and references 
therein], a lthough no particu larly  satisfying results are available. O bservation (b) 
does not appear to  have been dealt w ith theoretically  at all.
This chap ter addresses three problems; firstly the  analytic question, in what 
way is it sensible to  use the  m ethod of fitting indefinitely long autoregressions to 
estim ate  frequencies in th is model. The w idespread use of the m ethod suggests 
th a t intu itive and em pirical-based justifications for its use have been available in 
‘folklore’, b u t this w riter has been unable to  trace published lite ra tu re  in which a 
theoretical justification is explicitly presented, and the analytic prelim inaries are 
therefore developed in full (section 5.2).
Secondly, there is the problem  of describing the bias of frequency estim ates 
as sample size N  and autoregressive order k increase together a t some asym ptotic 
ra te . This bias can be traced  to  two sources, one the difference betw een the au­
toregressive approxim ation and the  true (generalized) spectral density; the other, 
the  effect of estim ation algorithm s in this case. (This problem  is addressed in 
section 5.4.)
Thirdly, there is the question of the behaviour of m ean square error of esti­
m ates for the autoregressive param eters for the finite-order approxim ations, (sec­
tion 5.3) and for the actual frequency ujq of the inpu t signal (section 5.5). These 
sta tistica l results appear to  be new.
5 .1 .2  F req u en cy  e s t im a tio n  a lg o r ith m s
There are two distinct frequency estim ation procedures in the literature , for
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TABLE 5.1
M ean Frequency estim ates from 100 repetitions of sim ulations 
O rder E stim ated  by AIC (m ean fitted  order k)
N k LJ du, ( Jc3N ) - '
64 6.1 1.23845 .001628 .00156
128 4.8 1.24184 .001214 .00220
256 15.8 1.24187 .000389 .00036
512 25.9 1.24068 .000206 .00017
1024 43.7 1.24008 .000097 .000082
1900 42.7 1.24039 .000049 .000078
True frequency ljq =  1.24 radians 
In itia l phase (f> =  .01 radians
y(n) =  20.0 cos(1.24n +  .01) +  €(n)
locating  u?o in (5.1.1), t  =  1. They depend on the fact th a t, as k —♦ oo, b o th  
ak(e tu°) —► 0 and  jß {d k (et9)}\d=ujo 0, i.e. ajt(e1^ ) has zeroes a t e±1Uo, as well as 
an absolute m inim um  there; so we have firstly, in analogy w ith the  procedure of 
C h ap ter 4,
A lg o r ith m  5.1: • estim ate  autoregressive param eters a^
• choose order k by AIC or o ther procedure
• locate m inim um  of \a,k(el9)\2 by N ew ton’s m ethod.
FIGURE 5.1
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Stem-and-leaf plots of frequency estimates for N =  1900 
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On the o ther hand, the following procedure is advocated in the engineering 
lite ra tu re  as being com putationally  less burdensom e (Jackson et al. (1978));
A lg o r ith m  5.2: • estim ate autoregressive param eters ak
• choose order k by AIC or o ther procedure
• find the zeros of the transfer function czjfc(z) using
a suitable algorithm
• locate the zero w ith m odulus closest to  1 and estim ate
a?o by the  argum ent of th a t zero.
This algorithm  clearly depends on the  algorithm  th a t locates the zeros of 
cLk(z). Such algorithm s are known to be ill-conditioned when the  polynomial 
roo ts are repeated  or close together, and we appear to  have no inform ation about 
w hether this is so for ajt(z), or not.
We focus particu larly  on A lgorithm  5.1 since p a rt of the a ttrac tio n  of the 
autoregressive estim ation procedure is th a t it is valid w hether the  spectra l density 
is absolutely continuous or not, and  one would wish in principle to use an algorithm  
w ith this property. A lgorithm  5.2 will not locate the m axim um  of the  spectral 
density  in the case where the zero w ith m odulus closest to  1 is very far from the 
un it circle which m ay be the case for an absolutely continuous spectrum  even with 
quite a sharp peak. In th is la tte r  case, the  frequency ex tracted  by A lgorithm  5.2 
would have no im m ediate relation to  the spectra l density m axim a.
5.1  A p p e n d ix  —  S im u la tio n  E x p e r im en ts
The sim ulation experim ents described in this section and subsequently were 
perform ed as follows.
The input d a ta  were generated using independent G aussian rai^>m variables 
e(n) w ith m eans zero and unit variances, generated  by the double-precision NAG
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lib rary  subroutine G05DDF, added to a sinusoidal signal w ith am plitude p =  20, 
and varying frequencies loq and phases d>, according to
y(n)  =  p cos(uj0n +  (f>) +  e(n) .
T he  signal-to-noise ra tio  SNR is defined in engineering papers on a logarithm ic 
scale, so in this case
SNR =  10 log10 p2/2 ct2 =  23.01 .
No experim entation  was done on the effect of varying SNR on the  p roperties of the 
procedure, since this has been investigated in o ther work (see for exam ple M arple 
(1979)).
T he value used is not considered to represent a high signal-to-noise ratio , so 
the  experim ental evidence presented here is relevant to the case where the  signal 
is noisy.
T he frequency estim ation procedure was im plem ented exactly as described in 
section 4.6.1 for absolutely continuous spectrum  input. The order was selected 
using AIC although as explained in section 5.6 below this is not very satisfactory. 
However, the  a ttrac tio n  of the  A R estim ation procedure is th a t it rem ains valid 
w hether the  spectrum  is absolutely continuous or not, so th a t one should use a 
procedure which has the m ost general applicability. In real d a ta  it seems likely 
th a t pure line spectra  will be relatively rare, so the  AIC criterion was used.
An experim ent was conducted where, for given IV, a model of fixed order was 
fitted; the  frequency estim ates thus produced were ludicrously inaccurate, and this 
suggests th a t some qualification m ight be m ade to  the results of Kay and Marple 
(1981) who used the same order for each of their A R spectral estim tes. On the 
o ther hand, they  chose as the  order, which is, as will be shown subsequently, 
approxim ately  the same as AIC in the signal-plus-noise case.
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F urther results from the sim ulations are given la ter in this chap ter in the 
sections which they illustrate.
5 .2  A n a ly t ic  P re lim in a r ie s
5 .2 .1  S o lu tio n  o f  th e  Y u le-W alk er eq u a tio n s
From  the description of F( 0 ), the  spectral d istribu tion  of {y(n)}, we see that 
its range contains an infinite num ber of points, and G renander and Szegö (1958) 
show th a t in this case, if one forms the projection of y(n) on {y(n — 1 ) , . . . ,  y(n — k)} 
in L 2[dF(9)\ w ith  param eters ce* =  { a j t ( l ) , . . . ,  otk(k)}T , in the  sam e way as in
the  case when F(9)  is absolutely continuous, and define
- 2
/*(«) = i + E  M
>=1
/2x  ; (5.2.1)
then  as k —► oo, fk(9)  converges alm ost surely to  the alm ost-everyw here existing 
derivative of F(9),  th a t is, in th is case g(9).
For the purpose of estim ating  ujq a result is needed th a t describes the  be­
haviour of fk{9)  on a set of m easure zero. From  now on only the special case 
i  =  1, g(9) =  cr2/ 2tz will be investigated.
In this case the autocovariance sequence for {y(n)} is given by
r(0 ) =  E {y ( n ) 2} =  a 2 +  p2/ 2 (5.2.2)
r( j )  =  E{y (n)y (n  + j ) }  =  (p2/2) cos ju>0
which is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of the  d istribu tion  th a t is a tra in  of 
delta  functions a t (2mr ±u>o) added to  an underlying constant, so th a t, as is well 
known, in the interval 0 E ( —7r, 7r), { y ( ^ ) }  has the  generalized spectra l density
f (8)  = (<72/27r) +  (p2/2){S(8 + wo) +  8(9 -  w0)} . (5.2.3)
This function is integrable since it is a.s. constan t, and it is bounded away 
from  zero, so th a t f  log f (9 ) d9  >  —oo, bu t f(Q) itself is unbounded. In order to
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show th a t f k(9) —► f(&) as k —> oo, first the param eters a k of the pro jection  are 
derived.
Define the k x k autocovariance m atrix  R(k  — 1) (indexed by the  greatest lag 
of autocovariance in the m atrix , ra th e r than  by the m atrix  dim ension), by
R(k  -  1)
cr2 +  p2/2  (p2/2) cosu>o . . .  (p2/2 ) cos(k — l)u>o
(p2/2)cosuQ a2 + p2/2 . . .  (p2/2) cos(fc — 2)uj0
(p2/ 2) cos(fc — l)o;o cr2 -f p2/2
(5.2.4)
and let =  { r ( l) ,  r ( 2 ) , . . . ,  r(fc)}.
Define £* =  [1, e~tuJ°, . . . ,  e *(*—1)«*r°], ^ =  (^*)T , where * denotes transpose 
of a m atrix  and  complex conjugation of its elem ents. T hen represent
R(k  -  1 )  =  a 2 [lk +  (p 4<t 2 ) [ £ £ *  +  777?*]] .(5.2.5)
The projection coefficients ajt are found by solving the Yule-W alker equations
R(k  -  l ) a k =  —r* , (5.2.6)
and the prediction error variance cr2. by solving the augm ented Yule-W alker equa­
tions
R(k) 1
Oik
(5.2.7)
Introduce the no ta tion  D k =  sin ku>o/  sin üüq , Fk =  D \  (related  to  the  D irichlet 
and Fejer kernels respectively*)using these, we have the  following
T h eo rem  5 .2 .1 . Let {y(n)} be generated by (5.1.1) with conditions (5.1.3) hold­
ing, for loq € (0,7r). Then, i f  a = p2/4cr2
(i) a 2R{k)~ l =  Jfc+i -  ^ 2 a [l +  (k + l)a][cos(r -  c)a;0]r,c,=i,...,Jt+i
- 2 a 2D k+l[cos(k -  ( r  -  1) -  (c -  l))a^o]r>c,= i.... Jfc-hij j
{[1 -h (A; -f- l)a]2 — a2Fk+ i} (5.2.8)
(Ü) ock(j)
—2a{l +  (k + l)a} cosjcoo + 2a2D k+i cos(k — j)u>o 
{1 + (fc 4- l)a }{ l + (k — l)a} +  a2D fc+1(2cos ku0 -  D k+ 1 )
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(5.2.9)
^ 2  _  ____________ cr2[{l +  (k +  1M 2 -  a2Ffc+i]_____________
{1 + (k -+• l )a}{ l  ■!" {k — l)a} 4- a2Djt+1(2 cos kujq — D k+i)
(5.2.10)
While we actually need these complete representations for later analysis, the 
implications of this result are clearer if the leading terms only are considered, for 
large fc, when it can be seen that
<T2R(k)~l =  J*+1 + 0 ( k ~ 1)
—2k _
(Xk(j) =  , 2 ~ 1 cosjojQ +  0 (k~2)
_ f  (5.2.11)
=  —T- cosju)0 +  0{k  2)
a 2k =  <72{ l  +  0 (k -1 )} .
The proofs of theorem 5.2.1, and of other theorems and lemmas in this chapter 
are deferred to the Appendix at the end of the chapter, since they are somewhat 
lengthy and complicated, and do not contribute to the argument of the chapter.
5.2.2 Spectral approximations
The next step in this preliminary argument is to show that the spectrum 
(5.2.3) is approximated by the autoregressive approximation (5.2.1), then as 
k —► oo the autoregressive approximation converges at 0 =  ljo to a delta func­
tion. (We already know that it converges almost everywhere to a2/2tt).
For the sake of conciseness we introduce the notation Gk+i(a , cjq) f°r the 
expression in the denominator of (5.2.9), (5.2.10), and observe that Crfc+i(a,u;o) is 
0 ( k 2).
The transfer function associated with the fc’th order projection (autoregres­
sion) is given by
k
ak(eld) =  1 +
j = i
(5.2.12)
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=  1 +
2a2D k+1 
Gfc+i(a,u;o)
k
cos(k — j)ujQeljd 
j=i
2a{l -f- (& l)a}
£fc+i(a, ^ o)
k
cosj<jj0eljd . 
j—i
In simplifying this expression for 9 ^  iwo write
D t +1 =  +  1) ( ^ Y i2’)  /  s in ( ^ r ^ )
c t+i = sin(fc + ! ) ( —j - 2-) j sin( ^ Y ^ )
and note that, for fixed fc, as 9 —> cjq,
•Djt+i —► ^fc+i
^r+i fc+ i .
(5.2.13)
Using these notations 
k
y c o s ( k ~ j ) i o e ' jd -  \ D kJrlelk( 2 ° )  +  %D%+ l elk( 2 °)  
i —i
E c o s ^ 0e ^  =  |D ? +1e'‘ ( ^ )  +  \D~M A ^ )  ,
J —1
whence the  transfer function can be w ritten
,_Us , , a2D k+1D l +1 - a { l  + (k + l )a}D++1 i t ( L ^ . )  
a k(e j =  H ---------------------------- --------------------------- e v 2 >
i(a,ujo)
a2D k+iD£+1 -  a{ 1 + (k + l )a
G k+i(a,ujo)
Before forming the inverse spectral approxim ation (27t/ cr2)|ctfc(e2<9) |2 it is of 
in terest to  consider the form  of the  transfer function ak(eld) simplified by including 
only the  leading term s of the a k(j) ,  from (5.2.11) in to  (5.2.12) to  ob ta in
2k
a k(eld) = 1 -  ^  l  y  c o s j u 0e'jd +  0(fc_1)
j= i
eik{e- p - )  ' (5.2.14)
{l — 2cosu;o(l  +  p r r r ) e tg -f ( l  +  fcfjrf)e2tg} 
(1 — 2 coscjoetff +  e2x9)
4- 0 ( k ~ 1) . (5.2.15)
Now, the leading term  can be seen to  be an ARM A(2,2) transfer function, 
where the AR and MA param eters are converging to the same values bu t do not 
take equal values for finite k. T h a t is, it is like the ‘notch filter’ described in 
section 2.4.5 above. F urther, as k —+ oo this transfer function converges to the 
pole-zero cancelling ARMA model which was derived for the  P isarenko &; Prony 
m ethods in C hapter 2.
It seems plausible th a t in the  more general case of L sinusoidal signals in 
w hite noise the transfer function of the A R approxim ation should converge, as 
k —► oo, to  a transfer function equivalent to  the correct A R M A (2X ,2T) model 
w ith  pole-zero cancellation, since it seems th a t increasing the  num ber of signals 
would not alter the  basic character of the algebra, so th a t in such a case the  signals 
should be able to be identified w ithout their num bers, L,  being known a priori, 
as is required by the Pisarenko, P rony and notch  filter approaches. However, in 
the  case where x(n)  has an a rb itra ry  spectral density g(9) th is m ay no longer be 
so. This problem  is not addressed fu rther here.
In order to  keep the dimensions of the algebra under control, we in troduce 
ano ther no ta tion  to  sum m arise the  num erator term s of (5.2.14). Let
H k+i(di a i u o) =  a2D k+1D M  -  a { l  +  (fc +  l ) a } D ^+1
a^ o )  =  a tDk+iD^+i  ~  a{  1 +  (k +  l )a } D^+l
so th a t
ak(ew) =
Gfc+ i(g,q>o) +  ■ffi^ ).1(fl;q,a>o)eiA;( ~ ;~‘‘') +  J?t+ 1(g; a, ai0)el<;( 2 °)
Gk+i(a,uo)
(5.2.16)
We form  the  inverse spectral estim ate  (27r /( j2)|afc(ez<9) |2 and have the following
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T h e o r e m  5 .2 .2 . Under the conditions o f Theorem  5.2.1, the inverse spectral 
estim ate  {2x /  cr2)\ak{ct9)\2 has the properties
(i) For 0 ^  u>o, as k —*■ oo, (27r/cr2) |a fc(e ,0) |2 —► (27r/cr2)
(ii) as 9 —* ljq, for ß xed  k,
\ak(eid)\2 =  c k  , for Some COh*+ov\ts (c^] 
so tha t as k —► oo, at 0 — u?o the inverse spectral 
estim ate is converging to  zero, and hence the spectral 
estim ate fk(ß)  will be unbounded at $ = u>o.
This theorem  is the result which ensures th a t our frequency estim ation  pro­
cedure is sensible as k —► oo. The following lem m a about the derivatives of the 
inverse spectra l estim ate, will be used subsequently in investigating the  actual 
frequency estim ate.
L e m m a  5 .2 .3 . Let ak(etuJ°) = a + ib. Under the conditions o f Theorem  5.2.1, we 
have for loq no t too close to 0, and for large k,
t o  (i) % 0 (1 ) . §
9  —  U jQ
(ii) Js\ak(e 'a)\2
=  0 ( k )
9=u>0
2 (act' +  bb') =  O i ^ 1)
9=u>o
(& ) i f
9=u> o
o ( f c 2 ) ,  f i 1 = 0(k)
9—u/0
( i v )  3 3 lla * (e '#)l: 2 (aa" +  bb" + (a1)2 +  (V )2) =  0 ( k 2).
9= ujq
(b) The same results hold at 9 — £jk, the frequency at which j§ \a k ic l&)\2 = 0, 
(except for (ii), where 0 ( k ~ l ) is replaced by zero).
5 .2 .3  A l te r n a t iv e  a p p ro a c h
An a lternative approach to  the problem  of analysing the properties of ak{zie) 
is th a t taken  by Huzii (1980), and  by Stoica, Friedlander and Söderström  (1986),
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which avoids the explicit solution of the Yule-W alker equations and the repre­
sentations of (5.2.8-11). These authors focus on the  singular Yule-W alker-type 
equations,
[R(k  -  1) -  cr2Ik\ dfc =  -rfc . (5.2.17)
Stoica et al. show th a t the difference [a* — a*] is 0(fc- 2 ), and  use this in 
establishing, for a.k(z), z =  (pe ld), results equivalent to  Lem m a 5.2.3, viz:
R e { a k ( e iu/°)}  =  O ^ " 1)
Im { a -  (e ,u,°)} =  0 ( k ~ 2)
ßk =  I m { a k{p.e'>)}] ^  ^  =  0 (1 )
Sk = - ^ - [ R e { a k(fie’0)}] „ml =  --L [7m {a*(/ie’#)}] = 0 ( k )  .
O f l  o=w0 C/a n=w0
(N ote th a t in our no tation , the ir L  becomes k, their 9 and 9* become a* , C ( z ) 
becom es ak(z).)  Stoica et al. do not consider sam pling problem s, being concerned 
only w ith the  bias of the frequency estim ator, as k —► oo which we take up in 
the  next section. We m ake use of the  direct representation  (5.2.11) for or*, and 
although  approxim ations of leading term s in the m anner of Stoica et al. are also 
useful it seems th a t our procedure of actually  solving the  non-singular Yule-Walker 
equations gives a clearer exposition of the analytic situation  th an  does the indirect 
approach.
Huzii (1980) is concerned w ith the case where order k is fixed, k >  2£ 4- 1, 
w ith  am plitudes pj  known, and  certain  not very restrictive conditions on the noise 
process r (n ) ,  in (5.1.1). He defines a type of noise-to-signal ratio , 77, which in our 
case £ =  1, x (n )  =  e(n), becomes 77 =  <72/p .
He proves th a t if the  autocovariances r ( j ,  k) are estim ated  using the unwin­
dowed (unbiased) estim ates
N - 1
r(j,K) = (n  -  k ) ~ 1 ^ 2  y(m -  k)y(m -  j )
1
so
in R(k — 1), and fjt =  [ r (0 ,1 ) , . . . ,  r(0 , k)]T , then the estim ates a* obtained by- 
solving the  usual Yule-Walker equations (5.2.6) w ith these substitu tions converge 
in probab ility  as N  —* oo and r] —♦ 0, to  a particu lar solution of (5.2.17). He 
fu rth e r shows th a t under these assum ptions, /j t(0 ) converges in  probability  to a 
function / 7 (0 ) which satisfies lim ^^o f v(0) =  oo at 0 = u 0.
However, while it is clear in principle how to  im plem ent “increase N ” or “in­
crease k ” to  approach more closely the lim iting behaviour, it is not clear how 
“decrease 77” can be im plem ented if one is gathering d a ta  on some process, par­
ticu larly  not as the lim it 77 —► 0 is taken after the  lim it N  —► 0 0 . W hile this line 
of analysis is interesting, (and can easily be deduced from  our results above), it 
appears to  be a side-issue.
T he results of Stoica et al. (1986) on the  difference (a*  — a*) suggest th a t dfc 
m ay be of the form of the first te rm  in the representation  (5.2.11), since we have 
also
ak ( j )  +  -  cos jcjQ o(k- 2),
and in Lem m a 5.2.3 we have results equivalent to  theirs based on this representa­
tion.
5 .3  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  th e  E st im a te d  T ran sfer F u n ctio n  äk(eld)
5 .3 .1  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  th e  a u to co v a r ia n ce  e s t im a te s  r*
As in previous estim ation  situations, from the N  observations (y(0),
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y ( N  — 1)} on {i/(n)} defined by (5.1.1), form the ‘windowed’ data matrix Y ( k ),
2/ ( 0 ) 0
y(i) y (0)
Y(k)
y(k),  -  1),
y ( N - l ) ,  y ( N  — 2), . . .
y ( N - l )
0
y(i) y(0)
y ( N - k - l )
y (N -  1) y ( N  -  2) 
y ( N  — 1)
and define the (Toeplitz) autocovariance estimation matrix and vector
R(k)  =  iV -1y(fc)TF(ifc)
h  =  N ~ l Y {k)T {y(S) , . . . ,  1), 0 , . . . ,  0]T .
The first result relates to the convergence of the elements of fk to r t ,  in L 2
and in probability.
Theorem  5.3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 for any j , m (fixed num­
bers), as N  —> oo
0 )
j  E { N{ f ( j )  -  r ( j ) }{ f (m)  -  r(m)}}
=  p2cr2{cos(m — j)u> o +  cos(m + j)coo}
j  = m  Var [jV* {r(j) -  r(j)}]
=  cr4 +  2p2cr2 cos2 juj0 j  ^  0 
=  2p2(j2 j  = 0 .
If Jc —> oo in such a way that k2 /N  —> 0 then (for a>o not too close to 0 or 7r) 
(i) and (ii) also hold for j , m < k. There is an immediate
Corollary 5.3.2. r ( j)  —*• r(j) in probability.
( H )
This corollary could have been inferred from Hannan (1960) p.32, and a 
stronger result is available in Hannan (1974). The explicit representations of the 
Theorem are of principal interest since they will be used several times in the sequel.
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5 .3 .2  P r o p e r tie s  o f  th e  A R  p a ra m eter  e s t im a te s  a*
The autoregressive param eters dk are estim ated by substitu ting  the  estim ated 
au to  covariances r(j )  into the Yule-W alker equations (5.2.6), so th a t
R(k -  l ) d fc =  -ffc  .
A rgum ents th a t follow are based extensively on m odifications of those used 
in Berk (1974) which were also used in C hap ter 4.
We observe
( a k -  a k) =  a k 4- R(k  — 1) 1f k
= R ( k - l ) ~ 1{ R ( k - l  )<** +  ?*} 
= R(k  - a k]T (5.3.1)
where R( k ) m is the  k x (k +  1) m atrix  form ed from  the (k + 1) x (k +  1) m atrix  
R(k)  by deleting its first row. From  the augm ented Yule-W alker equations (5.2.7) 
we have R(fc)*[l a]t]T =  0, which we can su b stitu te  into (5.4.9), giving
( a k -  &k) = R(k-  -  H (fc),}[l a k}T
= {R( k  -  I ) " 1 -  R(k- l ) - 1}{Ä(fc). -  Ä(Jfc).}[l J k]T 
+ R ( k - l ) - 1{ R ( k ) . - R ( k ) , } [ l  J k]T . (5.3.2)
Frequency estim ates are based on linear com binations of the (d* — ajt). The 
resu lts about the äk th a t will be used in the sequel are sum m arised in the  following.
T h e o re m  5 .3 .3 . Under the conditions o f Theorem 5.2.1, for cj0 not too close to
0 or 7T, as N  —+ oo
(i) a* —► Ofc in probability.
Dehne q(k) =  ( # i , . . . ,  qk)T such that ||g(fc)||2 is bounded, then for k —► oo such
S3
that k2 / N  —* 0
(ii) I N i q ( k y ( & k-  a k) -  N%q(k)*R-  1 )"> {Ä(fc)„ -  Ä (fc).}[l « I ] T
—+ 0 in probability .
(Hi) N  2 q(k)(6ik — afc) has asymptotic distribution with mean zero and variance 
$*;= q(k)*R(k  — 1 )~1V R (k  — 1 )~ 1q(k), where V  is defined
V  =  /fccr4 +  p2<j2[2 cos mw0 cos /u?o] /, m  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  k .
We recall from (5.2.11) th a t we have R (k  — l ) -1 =  cr~2I k +  0 ( h - 1 ), so th a t 
for large k we can express the variance term  V  by
j y  __ 4 t  ^ <j2 _  TV =  a 1 ------ T r kr k
Pz
Rrr2
R(k -  l y ' V R ^ k  -  l ) " 1 =  Ä(fc -  l ) -1 ^  -  l )“ 1*4 -  — OckOiTk
— h  -  -^ r ^ k o c l  +  o i k -1 )
so th a t
? * =  k « l 2 -  ^ l« (* )* < * tl2 • (5.3.3)
pz
In the sequel, the following representation  will be used for
M s - 1  ,k = q(k)*R-  l ) " 1 {£(* ). -  Ä(fc)„}[l:<xT]T . (5.3.4)
Define
A  =  q(k)*R(k  -  1)_1 , B =  R (k ) .  -  R( (5.3.5)
where A  is 1 x k, B i s f c x ( f c  +  1), C i s  1 x (fc -b 1), and use these in the relation
vec (A B C t ) =  (C  ® A ) vec (B ) . (5.3.6)
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Here 0  denotes the  Kronecker product, and the vec(-) opera to r applied to an 
m  x n  m a trix  B forms the  ( mn  x 1) column vector containing the  columns of B 
below one another. Here note th a t w ith these definitions A B C r  is a scalar, so 
th a t ( A B C r ) =  v e c (A B C T), whence (5.3.4) can be expressed
M  N,k =  ([1 • a  if] 0  q(k)*R(k  — l ) - 1 ) vec (R ( k )* — R(k)*)  . (5.3.7)
Theorem  5.3.3 proved th a t, for q(k)  a vector w ith  uniform ly bounded L 2 
norm , \N  2 q(k)*(ock — a*) — N * Ai N , k \  =  °p(l)- The next result needed is for the 
special case q(k)* =  {—zje ,Ja,° /k 3/ 2}, j  = 1,
T h e o r e m  5 .3 .4 .
N - 1
N * M N -i , k  = N ~ i  (C  ® A ){De(s)  -  60,m<r2} (5.3.8)
3 — 0
is a zero-m ean m artingale array where D is the k (k  +  1) x 1 vector  defined by
D(i )  =  e(s — m)  4- 2pcos m u o cos(so;o 4- <j>)
where, i f  i =  n k  4- h, n — 0 , . . . ,  k and h =  1 , . . . ,  k then
m  =  I nk  4- h — n ( k  4 -1)| (5.3.9)
=  \h — n\ .
This com plicated no ta tion  is necessary to reproduce the Toeplitz s truc tu re  of 
( R ( k ) m — R(k)+)  under the  vec(-) operation. T he scalar [(C 0  A )D ] depends on s 
and  k.
This result will have several useful applications, the first of which is the fol­
lowing
T h e o r e m  5 .3 .5 . I f  u o E (0,7r), N  —► oo and k —»■ oo s.t. k 3/ N  —+ 0, then  
uniform ly in 0 E (0 ,7r),
lA (^ ) -  f k ( 0 )I 0 a.s.
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(and  as observed below (5.2.1), f k iß)  9(ß) a.s. as k —♦ oo, where g(9) is the 
“noise” spectrum , in this case g(9) =  cr2/2w).
5 .4  B ia s  o f  th e  F req u en cy  E stim a te s
5 .4 .1  B ia s  d u e to  fin ite  a u to reg ressio n
T here are two types of bias th a t appear in frequency estim ates produced by 
the  autoregressive procedures, either A lgorithm  5.1 or A lgorithm  5.2. The first is 
sim ply a result of the obvious fact th a t the finite autoregressive transfer function 
does not have its m inim um  m odulus exactly at 9 =  u>o, nor does it have a root 
exactly  on the  unit circle w ith argum ent 9 =  u;0.
Stoica et al. (1986) show th a t for a frequency estim ate form ed following Al­
gorithm  5.2, the  argum ent w* of the  zero of Qfc(z) closesTto the unit circle satisfies
(wjfc -  cj0) = 0(k~3) .
If we exam ine closely the  form ula given by Stoica et al. for (CLik —  u > o )  we see 
th a t it is, using the no ta tion  of Lem m a 5.2.3,
aa! - 1-  bb'
(a' )2 +  (V)* '
Now, (b1)2 is th e  leading term  (in k)  of the expansion of jßj\cik(etd)\Q=u;o, and the 
num era to r of this expression is ju st jQ\ak(el9)\e=u,0, so th a t the bias of the  estim ate 
from  A lgorithm  5.2 is the same as th a t of the  estim ate from A lgorithm  5.1, i.e.
“ ■’*  U ,°  aa" + bb" + (a 'Y  + (b1)2 (
5 .4 .2  E ffect o f  p h ase  a n g le  (f )
T he phenom enon called ‘linesplitting’, in which a single clear frequency in the
inpu t d a ta  produces two or more distinct peaks in the AR spectra l estim ate, was
«Tal.
first repo rted  by Chen & Stegen (1974), and investigated by Fougere^(1976) who
(t5fc —  u j q )
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showed th a t certain  initial phases 0 and (short) record lengths N  con tribu ted  to 
its severity.
The phenom enon is present only for relatively high signal-to-noise ra tio  (i.e. 
large values of a — p2 /^cr2). The phase dependence arises from the presence of the
( S - .A .T )
second term  in r ( j ) — r( j )  (in Appendix to  this chapter, proof of Theorem  5.3.4) 
and  is present w hether the biased estim ate r ( j ) is used, or the unbiased f ( 0 , j ) ,  
a lthough it is less severe in the la tte r  case.
An illustra tion  of how this effect can occur when forw ard-and-backw ard esti­
m ation  algorithm s are used, is presented in Figure 5.2. As explained in section 4.6 
above, B urg’s algorithm  is equivalent to  using the augm ented m atrix
r
X  = ..........
J X ( k )
and  m inim ising S  =  X{1 : djt]T w ith respect to  Oij(j). This m atrix  X  is shown 
figuratively for k — 8, w ith darker squares representing lower num bers; the  “jo in t” 
in the  middle shows how bo th  initial and final phase (i.e. p roportion  of full cycle 
sam pled) m ay affect the error equation (£ above). Fig. 5.2(a) (i) and  (ii) bo th  
have the  same initial phase but finish at different parts  of the cycle; Fig. 5.2(b) (i) 
and  (ii) again have the same in itia l phase bu t different term ination  stage. This is 
perhaps more appropriately  described therefore as an “end effect” , since it is not 
ju s t th e  initial phase 0 which introduces it.
For large N,  the gaps represented by dots in the figure would contain  fu rther 
repetitions of the frequency p a tte rn  for th a t p a rt (here we obviously have high 
signal-to-noise ra tio), and  this would tend  to  dam p out the effect of the  h iatus 
after the  first (N  — k) points. However, if the gaps are actually  not present (so N  
is small; and typically in engineering applications values of k up to  N /2  are sug­
gested and this algorithm  recom m ended for small d a ta  sets), it is clear th a t the 
h iatus introduces considerable confusion in the way of slightly shorter or longer
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FIG U R E 5.2
D a ta  m atrices X  used in B urg’s algorithm  represented pictorially
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w avelength com ponents in the signal, and sometimes bo th , in a com plicated enve­
lope shape. These are an artefact of the forwards-and-backw ards procedure; their 
presence is generally considered to  be com pensated for by the greater accuracy 
of spectra l estim ates using B urg’s algorithm  (which, as m entioned in C hapter 4, 
im plicitly doubles the  length of the observation vector) th an  those where the da ta  
is ‘w indow ed’ Yule-W alker equations’) or a single forw ard error £ = X(k) [  1 : ct[]T 
is m inim ised by least-squares ( ‘Covariance equations’. See Kay Sz M arple (1981) 
for fu rth er details of these.)
Even w hen linesplitting does not occur, and for quite large iV, the  initial
phase (f> m ay still have a significant biasing im pact on the  frequency estim ates, as
is clear from  results in Figure 5.1 and in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3 below. Here the
2
signal-to-noise ra tio , defined as SNR =  101og10 is 23.01 dB.
TABLE 5.2(a)
M ean bias of frequency estim ates from  100 replications of sim ulations w ith  N  =  1900.
(Std. error of m ean beneath  each value)
Phase Frequency uq
<i> .2 1.24 1.6 3.0
.01 -.00111 -.00008 -.00021 .00025
.52359 (% )
(.000007) (.000010) (.000006) (.000005)
-.00114 .0001 .00001 -.00019
(.000007) (.000005) (.000005) (.000002)
1.5 .00008 .0004 .00024 .00087
(.000005) (.000004) (.000002) (.000008)
2,5 -.00029 -.00047 -.00018 .00122
(.000006) (.000004) (.000005) (.000009)
3.1 -.00107 -.00042 -.00022 .00033
(.000007) (.000005) (.000006) (.000005)
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TABLE 5.2(b)
M ean order associated w ith frequency estim ates from 100 replications 
of sim ulations w ith N  =  1900.
(Std. error of m ean beneath  each value) (Note: y/N  =  43.6)
Phase Frequency ujq
.2 1.24 * 1.6 3.0
.01 24.9 42.7 48.2 47.8
.52359 (%)
(0.9) (0.7) (0.9) (0.7)
26.3 54.2 56.1 51.4
(1.0) (0.9) (0.8) (0.7)
1.5 55.7 40.7 50.0 27.1
(0.9) (0.7) (0.8) (0.3)
2.5 42.6 37.4 46.1 31.1
(0.8) (0.5) (0.9) (1.5)
3.1 25.3 40.5 46.8 44.3
(0.8) (0.7) (0.8) (0.9)
TABLE 5.2(c)
M ean o rd er an d  b ias of e s tim ates  of frequency  u>o =  1.24, 
w ith  phase (f) =  0.01, for 100 replications of sim ulations w ith 
sam ple size increasing. (S td. error of m ean beneath  each value)
N n 1/ 2 O rder k bias
64 8.0 6.1 -.00155
(0.4) (.000163)
128 11.3 4.8 .00184
(0.2) (.000121)
256 16.0 15.8 .00187
(0.6) (.000039)
512 22.6 25.9 .00068
(0.7) (.000021)
1024 32.0 43.7 .00039
(0.7) (.000005)
1900 43.6 42.7 .00008
(0.7) (.000010)
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FIGURE 5.3(a) (i)
Frequency evh'mation has Vs phase, to0 - 0,7} i.Z4.j
FIGURE 5.3(a) (ii)
AbsoluteP r .^ n c y U a s  vs pKcSe, w„- 0.a, ,.a4, 1.6, 3.0 rad.
FIGURE 5.3(b) (i)
F r e q u e n c y  e ^ n ru a + io n  b ia s  VS - f irc g u a ru ry , f a  .o t /V f ,
rne<»aeoc/
Crc^icm*)'
FIGURE 5.3(b) (ii)
FIG U R E 5.3(c)
C ontour plot of m ean estim ated  order against 
signal phase and frequency
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FIG U R E 5.3(d) (i)
C ontour plot of frequency estim ation bias against 
signal phase and frequency
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Figure 5.3 shows, in (a) for four different values of frequency wo, the  vari­
a tion  (i) in bias, and (ii) in absolute value of bias, for the phase values <j> =  
(.01, .52 ,1 .5 ,2 .5 ,3 .1 ) for N  =  1900. Clearly, the effect of changing phase is differ­
en t depending on the location of ujq in the interval (0,7r), and is m ore pronounced 
for values of cjq tow ards the  ends of th a t interval.
Figure 5.3(b) shows, for N  =  1900 and the same values of (j) as 3(a), the
variation  (i) in bias and (ii) in absolute bias, against frequency. A given phase
value does not have the  same effect on all frequencies; it is not, for instance, the
case th a t phase close to zero increases (or decreases) bias uniform ly in frequency.
There appears to  be a quite complex in terrelationship  here which we have glossed
over in requiring ujq “not too close to  0 or 7r” in our theoretical developm ent. One
of the advantages of the  explicit representations for a t ,  ajt(e,(9) of our m ethod is
th a t it makes it more evident where |u;0| >  0 has an im pact, not ju s t, (as Kay
(5*. A *0
& M arple (1978) point ou t) in the phase-dependent term|yof r ( j )  — r ( j ) ,  which 
involves sin Nu>o /  sin ujq , bu t also in which involves sin kujQ /  sin u>o (a lthough 
not 0).
The order of the fitted  autoregression also has an influence on the  bias of the 
estim ator, in association w ith  the change in phase. F irst, consider Table 5.2(c), 
which shows th a t, as one would expect, for fixed phase as N  increases, and hence 
as order increases w ith it, bias decreases noticeably.
Table 5.2(b) shows for fixed (large) N  =  1900, the considerable range in 
variation of estim ated  order for different phase angles and the sam e underlying 
frequency. Figure 5.3(c) is a contour plot produced by in terpo lating  in the  da ta  
of Table 5.2(b) (see W atson (1982.) for the m ethod) and com parison w ith  Fig­
ure 5.3(d) (i) and (ii), which are contour plots for Table 5.2(a) and  the absolute 
values of the  entries in th a t table, shows the same underlying surface apparently
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influencing both; th a t is, lower order is associated w ith greater bias, and higher 
order w ith lower bias. Since the AIC procedure selects order as a function of pre­
diction error variance, this surface may in fact be related  to  the variation in th a t 
variance, as a function of uq and <j>. U nfortunately it is not possible to  display 
such variation, since the chosen order k is a function of the whole sequence of 
prediction error variances in each case, not ju st the one associated w ith  the order 
finally chosen, so the dependence on phase and frequency will be very complex. 
(N ote th a t the  line graphs in Figure 5. (a) and (b) are cross-sections of the  surface 
in Figure 5.3(d).)
There is a complex set of relationships operating  betw een a num ber of influ­
ential factors including initial phase; signal frequency; AR param eter estim ation  
algorithm ; noise spectrum ; sample size N  bo th  absolutely and as it relates to  signal 
periodicity; signal-to-noise ratio; possibly condition num bers of the  m atrices R( k)  
and R(k) .  Clear guidelines for minimising bias in this s ituation  are not apparent.
5 .4 .3  E ffects  o f  p h ase  angle: R e m ed y  p ro p o sed  by  K a y  &: M arp le  (1 9 7 8 )
K ay & M arple (1978) comment th a t since the phase-dependent te rm  in r( j )  — 
r ( j )  is due to  the in teraction  betw een the complex exponential com ponents of 
cos(cjj +  </>), the problem  would be elim inated if a complex signal of the form
y(n)  =  — ipel^nuo+^  +  w(n)  (5.4.1)
was used. Here w(n)  is a sequence of complex zero-m ean uncorrelated  random  
variables. The autocovariance m atrix  R{k  — 1) for this signal is
R ( k  -  1) =  a 2I k + (p2/ 2 ) S C  • (5.4.2)
There has been a certain  am ount of em pirical and analytical s tudy  of the 
following
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A lg o r ith m  5.3 : • Form complex-valued version of signal by-
frequency translation , H ilbert transform  and
‘dow nsam pling’, see e.g. (1974)
4 Schafe»''
• Proceed as for A lgorithm  5.2
K ay (1978) discusses th is procedure, and Jackson et al. (1978) argue th a t in 
the  special case k — 1, when <jOq is estim ated  by a r g f ( l )  =  u>i, since 
r ( l )  =  (p2/ 2)etu°, (o>i — uo) has a density sym m etric about zero and hence th a t 
a>i is unbiased. Their heuristic argum ent is algebraically form idable even in the 
case k =  1, and although they  have shown independence of <f> for the ir estim ate, 
the  problem s of finite k still rem ain.
In practical term s, given a real input signal this algorithm  requires quite a long 
observation sequence, since the  transform ation  to  a complex signal is subject to 
extensive s ta rt-u p  and end-effects, and so effectively truncates the  d a ta  sequence.
T he algebra of this m odel (5.3.1) is sim pler th an  in the real-signal case; it is 
elem ent ary to  ex tract the  eigenvalues of R(k  — 1), and hence to  show its condition 
num ber, C — ra tio  of m axim um  & m inim um  eigenvalues, is 0(k) ,
C =  g  +  1 .  (5.4.3)
P r o o f. Let X T =  [£*,0, . . . ,  0] be a (k x k) m atrix , which clearly has rank 1 
(for £* as defined above (5.2.5)); then  ( X * X )  has rank 1, it is positive semidef- 
in ite w ith  one positive and (k — 1) zero eigenvalues, and it is H erm itian. Fur­
therm ore trace(X * X ) =  fc, so this is the only nonzero eigenvalue. T here is an 
o rthonorm al (k x k) m atrix  T  which diagonalizes the H erm itian m atrix  ( X*X) ,  
i.e. T*(p2/ 2 ) ( X * X ) T  = diag (kp2/ 2 , 0 , . . . ,  0) so
T*R(k -  1 )T  =  T*[cr2/  +  p2/ 2 ( X* X) ] T
= diag (cr2 +  (kp2/2),  <r2, . . . ,  cr2)
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and these are the eigenvalues of R(k  — 1) from which (5.4.3) is formed.
U nfortunately, in the case of a real signal the eigenvalues of R(k  — 1) are not 
as im m ediately available.
It is also apparen t from Figure 5.3 th a t there is in teraction  betw een the phase 
angle (f) and the order estim ate k, so th a t it is not clear how m uch of the  bias 
should be a ttr ib u ted  directly to the phase angle, and how m uch to  the  brevity  of 
the autoregression, in the real-signal case.
5.5 A sy m p to t ic  V arian ce o f  th e  F req u en cy  E stim a te s
5 .5 .1  SL L N  and  rep re sen ta tio n  for Cük.
As an im m ediate corollary of Theorem  5.3.5, using the same argum ents as in 
proving Theorem  4.1, the following theorem  is available for the m ode u k of the 
autoregressive spectral estim ate f k(0), where Cjk is the  m odal value of the  fc-th 
order autoregression f k{6):
T h e o re m  5 .5 .1 . Under the conditions o f  Theorem 5.3.5,
u k — ► £jk cl.s  . (5.5.1)
C ontinuing as in C hapter 4, using the M ean Value Theorem  and the fact th a t 
d / d0\ak(el9)\2\d=ük =  0, w rite
(A* -  *») =  ^ M e i“ ‘ ) l 7 ^ M e i3 ) |2 (5.5.2)
for some ü  E (&*,&*); for a given k, as N  — ► oo by (5.5.1) lj — > Uk so th a t Co may 
be replaced in (5.5.2) by Lj*. Also as in C hapter 4,
=  2Re{q1(k)*(dk -  a k)ak(elUk)} (5.5.3)
where
«1 (*) =  { - y e - * - }  , j  = l  (5.5.3a)
Before ( u k — ujk) can be analysed further, it is necessary to  prove
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L em m a  5 .5 .2 . Under the conditions of Theorem 5.3.5, if  k —> oo as a function 
of N  such that k° / N  —► 0
^  ||a t (e'“‘ ) |2 -  ^ | a , ( e- ‘ ) |2 =  Op{(J:5/ jV)1/2} . (5.5.4)
de2
Write
V 2a = — \ak( e ^ ) \ \
p2a =  ^ M e , i ‘ )i2
and T =  2 Re{qi(k)*(ak  — CKjk)ajt(e,u;fc)} then using this notation,
(chjt -  Cb\t) =  T /P 2a
r  / ^ 2  7 , T ( V 2a -  V 2a)
!  +  V 2aV2a
Now, introduce the scaling factor (iVk3 ) 1 / 2 into this equation,
( « • ) ■ « < «  - « ) = {N t y « T , v ’ . + .
The term |5i(fc)*(äjt — a^)| is bounded, ajt(elu'*) =  0(fc_1), and from
Lemma 5.2.3, so that the second summand in this expression is
f ( N k z f l 2k - l k*l2H m / 2k*
and hence
(J Vk3y ' 2(ü>k-  ü k) =  ( Nk +  o„ (l) .
Let A, B, U, V  be real functions and write ak(e,u,k) =  A + i B , gi(fc)*(äjt—a t)  =  
U — iV ,  and substituting these in the previous equation,
( N k 3y ' 2^ k -  a k) =  (N k 3y / 2 2{AUvtaBV) +  °p( 1) •
In Lemma 5.2.3, it is shown that A  =  0 ( k ~ 1), B  =  0 ( k ~ 2) and V 2a =  0 ( k 2), so 
substituting these evaluations in turn gives
j j  , v i / 2  r  y
( N k 3) ^  -  **) =  N ^ C ,  —  +  — ^  +  o„(l)
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where C i, C2 refer here and below to (not necessarily the same) constants.
Define the real and im aginary parts  of q \ ( k ), q ic (k )  =  {— j  cos jido}, <Zis(^) =  
{ - j  sin j u 0}, j  =  1 ,. • . ,  k so th a t U =  9 ic W * (d jt  -  <**:)> ^  =  3 is (k )* (a fc -  a fc), 
and  recall |<?ic(k)|2 =  |? is ( ^ ) |2 =  |<Zi(&)|2 =  &3- T hen
(iVfc3)1/2 (tijfc—wit) = i i c j k )k 3 / 2 ( ä k - 0 !t)4
jV1/ 2«^ g is Q )
k3/2
(äfc—« t)+ O p (l) .
By Theorem  5.3.3(iii), the  second term  in this expression is op( 1), whence
(Nk3y / 2(u)k — £jk) =  N l t2C\ q ic (k )k 3 / 2 ( a k -  a k) +  op( 1)
since \qis(k) /  k 3/ 2\2 =  0 (1 ) . Thus, (iVk3)1/ 2^*; — u k) is of the form  N 1/ 2 M.jsr-i)ki 
using Theorem  5.3.3, and Theorem  3.3 of Hall and Hey de (1980) will be applied 
to  show
T h e o re m  5 .5 .3 . Under the conditions of Lemma 5.5.2, if e(n) is N ( 0 , a 2) then 
( N k 3y ^ 2(u;k — Cuk) —► N ( 0, 5 )  where $  is given from Theorem 5.3.3,
It would be desirable to  be able to  prove a theorem  like this for (AT^3)1/ 2^* . — 
cj0), bu t
( N k 3) 1/2{ük -  w0) =  (JVfc3) 1/ 2 (w *  -  w*) +  ( N k 3)1/2( ü k -  u)0)
/  N \  1/ 2
=  ( N k 3)1t 2( u k - ü k) + 0 ( p )  .
In order to  prove the theorem s of this chapter, the  condition k 3 / N  —► 0 has been 
im posed, so th a t it is not possible for the bias term  here to  disappear. However, 
because it is not possible to  represent id0 as the  m odal frequency of an infinite 
autoregression, it appears th a t the approach th rough the finite approxim ation is 
necessary. We have Cdk —> Cuk a.s., (Cok — ido) =  0 ( k ~ 3) = o (l)  a.s., so thk —► lo0 
a.s., bu t Cjk —> Cok a t a faster ra te  th an  Cjk —> u;0.
5 .5 .2  S im u la tio n  e x p e r im e n ts
Table 5.1 at the  beginning of this chap ter shows, for increasing N  and fixed 
u 0 and (j), the variance cru of estim ates Cj calculated from  sim ulated  data, described
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in m ore detail in section 5.6 calculated as
/ 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 \ 2  , x
^  =  (99)_1( E ^ -  ( X > )  / 100) '
and  displays (P iV )“ 1/ 2 for com parison, where k is the m ean of the  orders chosen 
by AIC. It appears th a t the relationship predicted  by the theoretical development 
describes the  apparently  more rap id  convergence of <j u  as N  increases. Observe 
th a t we have, apparently , for the N  in our experim ents, k =  0 (iV 1//2), so th a t 
( P lV ) - 1 / 2 ~  N ~ o/4 which would satisfy the  requirem ent of faster th an  usual 
convergence, although not equalling the ra te  of convergence of estim ates of 
derived from periodogram  or nonlinear regression procedures as in C hapter 3, 
where =  0 (iV -3 /2) =  0(1V-6 /4).
Figure 5.4 presents the result of Table 5.1 for convergence of cru as N  increases, 
overlaid w ith a plot of (P iV ) -1 / 2.
5 .6  O rd er E st im a tio n  for th e  A R  S p ec tra l E stim a te
T he AIC criterion, described in C hapter 4, minimises
2 _ 2
CRI T( k )  =  * ,  {1 +  o (l)}  +  B Nk / N  .
<JZ
As k increases to (fc +  1), the to ta l change in this te rm  is
2
CR I T ( k  +  1) -  CRI T( k )  = —-p-a£(fc){l +  o (l)}  + B n / N
(7Z
* a l ( k ) { l  + o ( l ) } + B N/ N
since — * cr2. This expression will continue to  decrease as long as a\ ( k ) { l  +
o (l)}  >  B n / N , so th a t if the order k* is chosen such th a t, for some increasing 
sequence of constants B n ,
«!.(**) ~  ■ (5-6.1)
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Now, in the case under consideration here we know a*(fc) =  —2 cos k u 0/fc, so 
th a t (5.6.1) becomes
4cos2 fc*u;o B n
F 2 ~  “ ÄT
whence
i *2 41V cos2K ~  ------- ----------
B n
so th a t
2 N 1/ 2 cos k*cjQ-
~  R1/ 2b n
For the  AIC criterion, B n  =  2 and for BIC, B n  =  logiV, so th a t in the 
signal-plus-noise model we have, very approxim ately,
^ A I C  ~  N 1//2
* B J C «  W  l 0 g i V ) 1/2 •
These ra tes of increase of are bo th  faster th an  those im posed in the  con­
ditions of the theorem s in §5.5. They give reasonable agreem ent w ith  the actual 
fitted  ra tes from  sim ulation experim ents, as shown in Table 5.3.
TABLE 5.3
C o m p a riso n  o f  R esu lts -from AIC and 8 \C  procedures
AIC BIC
N k (**) (JV1/ 2) k (**) (iV /log iV )1/2
64 6.1 (3.8) (8) 3.5 ( l . i ) (3.9)
512 25.9 (7.5) (22.6) 13.0 (2.5) (9.0)
1900 42.7 (7.0) (43.6) 21.4 (3.0) (15.8)
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5 .A  A p p e n d ix
This section gathers together all the proofs and technical lem m as required for 
C hap ter 5.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  5 .2 .1 . The identity, sometimes called the M atrix  Inversion 
Lemma, (G raybill (1969) Theorem  8.9.3), gives
[A* +  c c i* i - i A - 1 -k 1 + C*A_1C
(for A  a nonsingular k x k m atrix .)
Apply th is twice to  R ( k  — 1) as represented in (5.2.5), and observe th a t £*£ =  
7 7 * 7 ?  =  f c ;  7 ? * C C * ’7  =  l » ? * e | 2
fc- 1  2
to*«!' E ,2 iju0 sin2 kcjQ /  sin2 cjq =  F k
j=o
Now,
cr2R ( k  — 1) 1 (1,+atcr1 a ( Ik + a £ C )  1rjrj*(Ik 4  a££*) 1 1 +  arj*(Ik 4  a t t * ) - 1!!
Substitu ting  ( I k 4  a££*) 1 =  {Ik ~  a£ £ * /(l +  ak)}  and using th e  evaluations of 
£*£, \V*Z\2 above to simplify, one obtains
cr*R(k  -  I ) -1 =  I k -
4
a ( l  4- ka)
(1 +  ka)2 — a2F k 
a?Dk
(cr+m*)
(1 4- ka)2 — a2Fk
■2iJe{e- ^ t-1 )“°C77*} . (5.A.1)
The (r ,c )  elem ent of the  m atrix  (££* 4- V1!*) 1S 2cos(r — c)o;0, and the m atrix  
2 R e { e ~ t('k~ l ^UJ°£r]*} is ju s t (££* 4  7777*) w ith  the order of the rows reversed, (i.e. 
tu rned  upside down), and its ( r ,c )  elem ent is 2cos(fc +  1 — r — c)cjo since cos# =  
cos(—0). S ubstitu ting  these, and  replacing k by (k  4  1), in (5.A .1), gives (5.2.8).
Prem ultiplying ,0] by the first row of R ( k  — l ) -1 gives 1, from (5.2.7), 
whence &l_1 =  [i2(fc — 1)_1(1 ,1 )]“ 1 so th a t a \  can be ex tracted  as the  (1,1) 
elem ent of (5.2.8), m ultiplied by cr2.
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Finally, observe th a t the first column of R ( k ) ~ l m ultiplied by a \  gives the co­
efficients n jt( i) , so th a t substitu ting  c — 1 into (5.2.8) and m ultiplying by (5.2.10) 
gives the  coefficients (5.2.9).
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  5 .2 .2 . (ii) Express |ajt(eI0) |2 as
G2+2GH+ cosf +  2GH~ cos( 6 — U 0
+ 2H+H~ cos Jfewo +  H+2 +  H- (5.A.2)
using the  obvious abbreviations for G]fc+i(a, wo) etc. Then, observe th a t as 9 —* wo,
H Jr(9 ; a,cjo) —*> a2D k  — aD{  1 + (k 4- l)a}  =  —aD{  1 4- a)
H ~ ( 0 ; a, wo) a2D 2 — aA;{l +  (k +  l)a}  =  a2D 2 — ak{ak  +  (1 +  a)} .
We are in terested  only in the leading term s of the num erator, th a t is those powers 
of k4 and  k3, and the following contributions of th a t order come from  the  term s 
of (5.A.2);
G 2 = k4a* + A a 3k3 + 0 { k 2)
G H + = 0 ( k 2)
2G H ~  = - 2 a 3k3{\  +  a) -  4a3k 3 -  2aAk 4 
2 H + H ~  = 0 ( k 2)
H + 2 =  0 ( 1)
H ~  =  A:4a 4 + 2k3a3( l  +  a) .
Observing th a t as 0 —*• wo, cos( —► 1, it can be seen th a t all the term s of
order larger th an  0 ( k 2) in the num erator of (5.A .2) cancel, and the denom inator 
is 0 ( / :4), hence the result (ii). The result (i) is obvious from the fact th a t for 
9 ^  wo, H ~  is O(k)  ra th e r th an  0 ( k 2), since D ~  is 0 (1 )  away from  9 =  wo.
(W e are only considering wo G (0 ,7r), bu t exactly analogous argum ents show 
th a t for wq G ( —7r,0), as 9 —► wq the same result as (ii) holds.)
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P r o o f  o f  L em m a 5 .2 .3 . From the proof of Theorem  5.2.1 it can be seen th a t
R e { a k(e’“0)} = 0 ( k ~ 1) , I m { a k(e‘“°)} = 0 ( k ~ 2) . (5.A.3)
To evaluate the leading term s in k of the derivatives, use the representation  (5.2.11) 
to  com pute
(5 .A.4a) 
(5.A.46)
Com bining (5.A .3) and (5.A.4) gives (i) and (ii) of pa rt (a) of the lem m a. Differ­
en tia ting  again gives
<P a
d(P
d2b 
dd2
9—uq j — i
\ J 2  i 2co&2 w  = I  +k \  6 
0 ( k 2)
9 = u  o
2 x A 2
J  ^ 2 j 2 cosjüj0 sinjcJo =  7;0 ( k 2)
j — i
k
= 0 ( k )  .
This gives (a)(iii), and (a)(iv) comes directly from combining these last expressions 
w ith  (5.A .3) and (5.A.4). Turning to  (b), clearly a t uj\t where |ajt(eIl9) |2 has a 
m inim um , (a 2 -f 62) will not be g reater th an  its value at c^o, which is close to  the 
m inim um , since u>o =  4- 0 ( k ~ 3)
da
dd &=ük
k
Y j  cos sin ju)k 
j =i
=  ^ ^ { i s i n j ( 2 a ; o  +  0 ( k  3)) +  j  sin j O ( k  3)} . 
k := i
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For large fc, 0 ( j k  3) < 0 ( k  2) is quite close to zero so that sin{0 ( j k  3)} %. - 2
0 ( j k  3), whence this whole expression becomes
k
k ~ v~' ■ k*
3—1
0 ( 1).
Similarly, =  T  j  COS j c j 0 COS j u k
6=ük j= 1
Ä *
r  y ^ { i  COS j(2uo +  Q(k 3)) + j  cos jO(k  3)}
j=i
0(1) +
0 ( k ) .
0 ( k 2)
since cos 6 «  1 for <$ close to zero
Similarly, one obtains
cfia 
d92 0 ( f c 2 )  , =  0 ( f c )9=ük
Cp CL
substituting Uk — <^o +  0 ( k ~ 3) in the evaluation of —r-d6 etc. The summation0=u>o
formulae for products of sines and cosines used above are available in several places: 
the leading terms, for n =  0,1,2, are
k jkn+i
E ^ 2^  = 2FTi) + °(*n)7=1 V '
kn + 15rn5+<xo
j n sin jQ cos jO =  0 ( k n) . 
j=i
□
For A a matrix of elements (arjC), r =  1 , . . . ,  k, c =  1 , . . . ,  &, following Golub 
and Van Loan [(1983) p.l4ff] matrix norms will be used
k
\\A\\i = max V |arc| =  maximum column sum normc ' 
r=l
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= maximum row sum norm
C = 1
k k
r = l  c—1
and recall the results [Golub Sz Van Loan (1983) p. 15]
U h  < U \ \ f (5.A.5)
M * <  Vl l^l l l  W o o . (5.A.6)
A lemma about \\R(k —1)||2, \\R(k — l ) “ 11|2 analogous to Berk (1974) Lemma 3 
will be needed in the sequel, and for the matrices in the present problems, (5.A.6) 
is easier to calculate and apply than (5.A.5). If Am a x , Am jn axe the minimum and 
maximum eigenvalues of A, we also have
These facts axe used in proving
Lemma 5 .A .I. For R(k — 1) as deßned by (5.2.4) and R(k — l ) “ 1 as defined by 
(5.2.8) we have
(i) ||i2(fc — 1)—1112 < constant independent of k
(ii) For ljo not too close to 0 or ir,
away from zero, by F\ say, and the result of Grenander and Szegö (1958) p.64 that 
the minimum eigenvalue of R(k — l),A mjn, has
11412 < \ IIA *|| < Amin .
\\R(k -  1)||2 =  0(k)  .
Proof: (i) follows from the fact that the spectral density of (y(n)} is bounded
‘I 'k F i ^  Amin .
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(ii) Form ||R(k  — l ) | | i  (or \\R(k — l)||oo, since the Toeplitz s truc tu re  m eans they 
will be the sam e), then  this norm  is of the form, for Äq, k2 constants s.t.
k\ + k2 — (fc2 — 1),
f kl
||R(k  -  l ) | | i  =  sup j  <72 +  (p2 / 2) +  (p2/ 2) cos(r -  c)u0
r=l
+  ^ 2  cos(r -  c)luq
r= 1
which, for wo not too close to  zero or ir, is 0(k) ,  and applying (5 .A .6) this gives 
the  result required.
The following proof of Theorem  5.3.1 completes the  prelim inary m aterial we 
need to  address the question of estim ating d*.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  5 .3 .1 .
N  — l —j
Hi) = N ~1 J2 yü  + 0y(0
1 = 0
N  — l —j
=  N ~ x ^ 2  {pcos(cu(j  +  o  +  <t>) +  e(j +  /)}{pcos(od  +  0) +  e(/)}
l=o
N - l - j
=  iV-1 {(p2/2 ) cos(u;(j -f 2/) +  2<£) +  p2/2 cos u>j +  p cos(u;(j /) +  0)e(/)
7=o
+  pcos(cj/ 4- <£)e(j +  7) +  e(j + l)e(l)}
r( j )  ~  r 0 )  =  i r ( p 2/ 2) COSUJj  +  p2 cos{(iY -  l)w  +  2(f) } -  <5;-)0<72 iv ziv smw
N  — l —j
+ N -1 {pcos(u>(j 4- /) +  <£)e(0
7= 0
+  pcos(u>l +  <£)e(Z +  j )  +  e(l)e(l +  j)} (5. A .7)
=  Tij  +  T2j  +  T^j +  T±j +  T$j — 6jtocr* .
We form  the  product N { r ( j )  — r( j)} { r(m )  — r(m )}  and take its expectation, 
which we can simplify considerably using the  facts th a t E(a+b<f)) =  0, E{e(n)}  =  0, 
E{ e (n )2} =  cr2 and  the {e(n)} are orthogonal. We argue as follows.
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• The products of terms T\ with T2, T3, T4 all have zero expectation because 
E(a +  b<f>) =  0; the product TiT5 would have nonzero expectation only when 
m =  0, (or j  =  0) but in that case the term T\ cc j / N  (or m/ N)  is zero, so the 
only nonzero contribution to the final expression involving terms T\ is
NT\jTim =  ^ r ( p 4/ 4) cos ujoj  coscjqm . (5.A.8)
• Products of T2 with T\ and T5 have zero expectation because E^a +  bcf)) = 0, 
products of T2 with T3 and T4 have zero expectation because E{e(n)}  =  0, so the 
only nonzero contribution is
E(NT2i T2m) =  e L 4cos2{(N -  l)w0 4- (2</>)}
4N  sin2 u
{sin(N — j)uj sin(N — m)cjq)
E{  p4 cos{2(iV -  l)w 0 + 4 (f)}
SN sin2 ujq 
+  (p4/8)
{sin(N — j)ujQ sin(N  — m)u;o} 
N  sin2 ujq }
4 sin(N — j )u;q sin(N  — m)cj0 'l
4 sin(N -  j )u 0 sin(N  -  m)u>0 
P / 8---- - -------77— 2----------------iv sin u jq
(5.A.9)
• Products of T3 and T4 with T\ or T2 (as above) or T5 (since E^a+b^) =  0) all 
have zero expectation, so the only terms remaining to be considered are E(T3jT3m), 
£(T4>T4m), EfTsjTim), E{TzmT±j), EiT^jT^m), which axe now evaluated in turn.
• N(TsjT^m) has nonzero expectation when l =  m so that E{e(l)e(m)} =  
E{e(l)2} =  (j2, and
2 2 N — 1— min(ji,m)
E{cos((l  +  j )u Q 4- </>) cos((/ +  4- (f>)}
1=0
2 2
= ^ r ( i V - mi n ( j , m ) ) c o s ( m - 0 , (5.A.10)
expanding the expectation term and using again E(a 4- b<j>) =  0.
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• E(NT±jT±m)  is nonzero when z =  l + j  — m , so th a t E{e(l+j)e( i  + m)} = o2, 
whence
2  2  N —1— miii(j,m)
^  £{cos(u;/ +  (j>) cos(w(/ 4- j  -  m)  +  <j>) }
/=o
p 2 a 2
=  - ^ - ( i V - m i n ( j , m ) ) c o s ( m -  j ) u 0 , (5.A .11)
• E(NT±jTzm)  is nonzero when I + j  =  z, so E{e(l  +  j)e(z)} =  cr2, giving
2  2  N  —1— m in(m ,j)
^  £?{cos(/w +  0)cos(w (/ +  j  +  m ) +  0 )}
1=0
2 2
=  — m in (m ,j))  cos(m -f j)u>o , (5.A.12)
and E ( N T 4 mT3 j) takes the  same value.
.  Finally, E (T sjT5mN )  = j ,  L U O ’" ' 1 E {e(l)e (i)e(j + l)e(m +  *)}
which is nonzero if the indices of the e(n) are all equal, or they axe equal in pairs.
Consider first the  case j  ^  m.  T hen if l =  z, the last two term s will have 
different indices, the  first two the same, so the whole expectation  will be zero. If 
l z, j  ^  m  still, we would require l =  m  +  z, z =  j  +  Z, j  =  —m, and since by 
assum ption j ,  m  are bo th  >  0, th is is also not possible, so for j  m  there will be 
no nonzero contribution  from  this product.
Collecting together expressions (5.A .8)-(5.A .12) and taking lim its as N  —*■ oo, 
for j ,  m  fixed or j , m  < k, k2/ N  —► 0, gives the first p a rt of the  theorem .
Finally, consider the case j  =  m , from the last expression 
N - j - i  N - j - i
Ji E  E  E{e(l)e(i)e
1=0 1=0
For j  > 0, this is nonzero only for z =  /, in which case there is a to ta l contribution 
cr4 from  this expression. For j  =  0, the expression becomes
±  E{e(l)2} E{e( l )}2 = Na*
1 1=0 1=0
and  th is cancels out w ith the term  NSj^cr*. 
The analogue of B erk’s Lemma 3 is
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L em m a  5 .A .2 . Under the conditions o f Theorem 5.2.1 , i f  k is chosen as a function  
o f N  so that k 3 / N  —♦ 0, for some e E (0 ,1), then
k* ||Ä(fc — l ) -1 — R (k  — l ) - 1 1|2 —> 0 in pr.
P r o o f  o f  L em m a 5 .A .2. This follows exactly the line of proof used by Berk, 
using Lem m a 5.A.1 and Theorem  5.3.1 in place of his results (2.10), (2.14).
In order to  prove Theorem  5.3.3 we establish first the following
L em m a  5 .A .3 . Under the conditions o f Theorem  5.2.1, for k —► oo such that 
k / N  -+ 0,
E{N[R(k).-  R(k).][ 1 a t]T[l a*][Ä(fc)„ -  R(k) . }}d i ,
= E { N M k}
=  cr4/fc — p 2 cr2 cos{(d — 1) +  (d ' — l)}u>0
4- p 2cr2 cos{(d — 1) -f (dr — l)}u;o . (5.A .13)
P r o o f  o f  L em m a 5 .A .3. Index the k rows and (k  4- 1) columns of R(k)+ by 
d =  2 , . . . ,  k 4-1, c — 1 , . . . ,  k 4-1 so th a t the (d, c) elem ent of R ( k )* is r (d  — c), and 
the  (d, c) elem ent of R(k)+ — R(k)+, which will be denoted Gd,c is, from  (5.A .7)
Gd,c
(d — c) 2 __ \ I P2 ( / \ t i \  , o ±-i sin(iV — d 4- c)<jJq2 N  -P coso;0(d -  c) 4- —  cos{(iV -  l)u;o 4- 2(f>}
N  — 1 — d+ c
sm loq
4- ~  ^ 2  [pcos{u>o(l + d -  c) + (p}e(l) + pcos{(jü0l + (f)}e(l + d -  c)
1=0
+  €(/ )€( /4-d - c ) ]  . (5.A.14)
We w ant to  form the vector Gd,c&)t(c — 1), using only the leading term s in
Oik(j) from (5.2.11), so th a t this is (since Q:jt(0) =  1)
9
f ( d  -  1) -  r (d  -  1) -  -  ^  Gd,c cos(c -  l)u;0 4- 0 ( k ~ 2) .
Ä c = 2
(5.A.15)
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The sum m ation term , w ith (5.A .14) substitu ted  for Gd,c and the whole simplified 
becomes
dp2 
2k N
k+ 1
^ ^ { c o s(d  — l)u;o 4- cos(d +  1 — 2 c V 0)
c = 2
2 k+1
4- — - -  y ^ { c c o s ( d -  l)wo +  ccos(d 4- 1 -  2c V o}
c = 2
fc+1
+ vp-r-CQS^ (i---  ^1 V ° + 2^) _  d _  1 +  2cVo + sin(iv — d + lV o}
2k N  sinu>o 2—(c = 2
 ^ iV —1 —d + c
4- k"y X ] X / {/>cos(u;o(/ 4- d -  1) 4* </>)e(/) 4- pcos(u0(l 4- d 4- 1 -  2c) +  <t>)e(l)
c= 2  1=0
4- 2pcos(ij0l 4- (f>) cos(Vo(c — l))e(/ 4- d — c) 4- 2e(l)e(l 4- d — c) cos(c — lV o}
dp sin(iV — d 4- 1 Vo
—  cos {d- l)o,„ +  —  cos((JV -  l)u,„ +  2*). smwo
d/92 /T p2 s in (d — fc — 2V o ,
+  + 3) cos(rf -  ^  +  2iV------ ^ -------- COS
2 k N
P2
2 k N
,2
sin(d — k — 2 Vo sin kuo 
(k — 1) cos (d — k — 2V o
COS UJ§ dp
4- . cos(d — k — 2 V o —
sin kujQ
sinuo 2k N  
sin ku  o 
sin üüQ
smejo
4- rp-Tf cos((iV -  l)ü90 4- 2(b) sin( N  -  d -  2 -  k)u>0 sm 
2A:iv sin uo
 ^ fc-{-l iV — 1—d-\-c
+ —iy X  X !  [{pcos(a;0( / 4 -d -  1) 4 - <^ ) +  pcos[a;0( / 4 -d 4-1 -  2c) 4 -<^]}e(0
c= 2  Z=0
4- 2/9cos(Vo  ^4- <^>) coscjq(c — l)e(Z 4- d — c)
4- 2e(l)e(l 4- d — c) coscjq(c — 1)] . (5.A.16)
Referring back to  (5.A .15) the  first two term s of [r(d — 1) — r(d  — 1)] are seen 
to cancel out the first two te rm  of (5 .A. 16), leaving us w ith
k+ 1
Ud = N i J ^ G i ' C a ^ c -  1)
C = 1
p2 sin kcoo
{coscjq sin(d — k — 2 V o — (d 4- 1) cos(d — 2 — k)u>o
2 k N  * sinwo
4- cos (( iV — 1 V o 4- 2 <j>) sin (N  — d — 2 — A: V o }
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p2(k -f 3) P2 sm (c f-2 )w d
------- ——  cos (a — ljtJo —
4iV 2
N - l - ( d - l )
2iV: sm u 0
+  -^t {  X j  cos(u0(l +  d -  1) +  <f>)e(l)
- fc+1 N —1 — d+ c
~ k Y l  cos(u>o(Z +  d - l )  +  0)e(O
K c= 2 f= 0
- J f c + l N - l - d + c  N
-  ^  cos(o;o(/ +  <f 4-1 — 2c) 4- <f>)e(l) >
Ä c= 2  /= 0  ^
i V - l - ( d - l )
+ ~ T  I  cos0*>of +  <^ )e(/ 4- d -  1)
^  fc+ l iV—1—d + c  n
— cos(u;o/ 4- 0) cos(c — l)u;oe(/ +  d — c) >
c= 2  z=o '
N - l - ( d - l )
+  ^ |" [  S  <l )<l  +  d - l )
ty &+1 N—1—d+c n
— — e(/)e ( /4 -d — c) coso;o(c — 1) > . (5. A .17)
Ä c=2 /=o ^
The objective of these m anipulations is to  evaluate the term s of a m atrix  
which is M  = lim n ~ oo E ( u u t ),  where the elem ents of the k x 1 vector u are
fe(N') —oo
given by Ud, d =  2 , . . . ,  A; +  1, defined in (5.A .17). The fine of argum ent is not 
different from  th a t used in proving Theorem  5.3.1: an elem ent UdUd> is formed, its 
expected values w ith  respect to the random  variables (f) and {e(u)} are taken, the 
nonzero sums rem aining are evaluated and lim its are taken  as N  —► oo, k —♦ oo,
P / N  -> 0.
For instance, it is straightforw ard to see th a t there will only be nonzero con­
tribu tions from com binations of term s involving sums (over N  sum m ands) w ith 
o ther term s involving sums. Furtherm ore, any of these products th a t involve sums 
of k term s £ cos(m 4- c)o;0, for m  some o ther integer, will be 0 ( k ~ l ) and  hence 
negligible. The term s in an elem ent of M  are thus
• zero from the square of the first term  of sums
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• —a 2p2 coso;o{(d — 1) — (d' — 1)} from the square of the second term  of 
sums
• —a2p2 cos(jj0{(d — 1) +  (d1 — 1)} from the cross product of the above two 
term s
• <74 from  the square of the final expression, when d = d! . For d ^  d! there 
is no nonzero contribution  since d >  1 only.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  5 .3 .3 . In troduce the notations 
p =  ||Ä(fc -  I ) “ 1 -  Ä(A: -  1 ) - 1||2 ,
\\[R(k), -  Ä (fc).][l,a* ]T [l,a*][Ä (fc), -  R ( k ).} ||2 =  ||M *||2 .
Then
Q = \ \ Nq ( k y { R ( k  -  l ) - 1 -  R{k  -  l ) - l }JWf*{Ä(fc -  l ) - 1 -  R ( k  -  1 )_1}«(*)||2 
<  N\\q(k)\\l  | | Ä ( f c  -  l ) - 1 -  R( k  -  1)—1 111 \\Mk\\2 .
Now, ||g( & ) | | 2  is uniform ly bounded by a constant, by definition; p =  ||.R(fc —1)_1 — 
R{k — 1)—1 j| 2 =  op(k~ 2 ) from Lem m a 5.A .2, and  l i m 00 ||MjtiV | |2  =  O(k)  since
k — 0 0
the absolute row sums of N M k  are 0(fc), so th a t p u ttin g  these pieces together 
we have Q =  o (l) , so th a t we have proved (ii), which from (5.3.2) is seen to 
require Q 2 =  op( l) .  To prove (1), we see th a t the first te rm  on the  righthand 
side of (5.3.2) is op( l)  from Lem m a 5.A .2 and Lem m a 5.A.3 the  second term  is 
op( l )  from Lem m a 5.A .3 and Lem m a 5.A .I. Finally, (iii) is a direct corollary of 
Lem m a 5.A .3.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  5 .3 .4 . F irst, consider an elem ent of iV 2 v ec(B ). This is
{r(j)  — r ( j)}  for some j  =  0 , . . . ,  k, and using the  representation  (5.A .7) for such
a term , m ultiplying by N  2 , it is clear th a t we have
N - j - l
N ? { r ( j )  ~ r (j)} = N~% ^ 2  pcos(u;o(j +  s) + (j>)e(s)
9= 0
This thus gives (5.A. 13) as required for the lemma.
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N - 1
+ N ~  2 y  p cos(u>q(s -  j )  +  <f>)e{s)
3 = j
N - j - 1
+ N - ?  y  e(s)e(s + j )  -  N%6ji0<72
3 =  0
+ O U / N t )
N - 1
= N ~ 2 2p cos jujQ cos(u>o>s 4- <f>)e(s)
3=0
N — l
+ JV_' H  - ; )  -  «5,',ocr2)
3=0 
1 J - 1
-  y  pcos(a;o(6 -  j )  +  <£)e(>)
3 = 0
N —l
-  N ~ *  y  pcos(o>0(«s +  j )  +  0)e(s)
3=N  — j  
-1
- W *  X! €(3)e(s + i)
3= j
+ 0 ( j / N i ) .
Then
N—1
iVa ( f ( j )  -  r ( j )}  -  N ~  2 y  {2pcos ;u;o cos(a;o6 +  <^ ) +  e(s -  j ) }e(s )  -  8j)0a 2
3=0
J - l
<  JV-* 5 2 ^ ) 1
3=0
N — l
+  iV“ i  ^  p k O )|
3 = N — j
+ N - *  y  |e (5 )e (3 + j) | .
3 = - j
The signal am plitude p is assum ed to  be a fixed finite constan t, {e(n)} a weakly 
mixing sequence w ith  finite fourth  m om ent, so th a t the  th ree term s on th e  right- 
hand side are all 0 ( j / N i ) .
Now, for large &, R( k  — l ) “ 1 =  <r~2 Ik +  Oyk~ *) so th a t for large k the vector
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A  can be expressed
A  =  jfc-3/ 2[ - ; e - ,u’° , . . . ,  +  )]
=  {— *je_ ‘2“ 0/or2i 3 2^}j=i,...,* +  sm aller order term s .
T he first k term s of C  0  A  are the vector A , and in the n ’th  (fc x 1) block of the 
rem aining k2 elem ents, a typical elem ent is found by substitu ting  from  (5.2.11),
C 0  A (n k  4- h)
- 2 k
k2 -  1
cos moo
—ihe lhu° 
c r i p / 2
n, h =  1 , . . . ,  k
+  sm aller order term s
2ihk cosnu>oe thu° 
a2P / 2(k2 — 1)
+  sm aller order term s .
(N ote th a t ||C  0  A ||2 =  |  +  0(fc_1), i.e. C 0  A  is uniform ly bounded in Euclidean 
norm . This will be used later.)
Now, in the n ’th  (k x 1) block of v ec(B ) will be the n ’th  column of (R ( k )* — 
R(k)+) whose elem ents will be r( /)  — r( /)  for / =  (h — n ), h =  1 , . . . ,  k and n =  
0 , . . . ,  k so th a t (C  0  A )v ec (B ) can be w ritten
N - * (C  ® A)[z>e(a) -  Sjfi<r2] +  o (  ^  E ( C 0  A Xni: +  x
Evaluate the absolute value of the  second expression in two steps, first taking the 
p a rt for which n =  0. This is bounded by
° {  H  h2/(k3/2N^) \  =  0(k3/N)% =  o( 1) .
^ h = i  '
For the rem ainder, evaluating
°{ti h^h-s:r}= = Om*
= o (l)  •
Thus the representation  (5.3.8) is correct. It rem ains to  show th a t this is a 
zero-m ean m artingale w ith respect to the (j-algebras T n generated by </> and e(s),
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s <  n. Then, for any jV, N*j\4i,k is m easurable w ith respect to E { N  * |
Ek}  =  N%M.m,k where m < l < N ,  so th a t (5.3.S) defines a m artingale array as 
in Hall & Heyde (1980) p.52.
Furtherm ore,
E [ C  <g> A {De(s)  -  60,m<72}] =  0 .
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  5 .3 .5 . It is sufficient to  prove th a t
sup | |a fc(e l0) |2 -  \ak(et9)\2\ =  o (l)  .
0 € ( O , tt)
Defining qc(k)* =  {cos j0} ,  q3(k)* =  {sin j# } , j  =  1 , . . . ,  k, the real and  im aginary 
parts  of {ak(eld) — afc(el<?)} (denoted by 77.at, Xat) m ay be w ritten  as in (5.3.4), and 
the argum ent used to  prove Theorem  (5.3.4) can be repeated  to  show th a t these 
differences (N O T now prem ultiplied by N  2 ), have m artingale array  representations 
as in (5.3.8). The only part of th a t proof th a t needs verification is th a t the 
rem ainders are negligible. We have
o[EE{(C® A ) ( n k  + h) x - " y " - }  j
x o — n h — 1 Jn= 0 h = l  
k
o { ’j r { h / N ) X = ° ( k 2l N ) = o ( l ) ,  i f n  =  0
^ h =  1 '
k k
°iEE
n=l h = l
(h — n) cos nojQ {
N 1 0 ( k 3/ N )  =  o (l)  , n ^ O .
In order to  apply Theorem  3 of Feller (1971) (C hap ter V II.9) identify, for
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TI;V =  N- 1 E ;V= i X ,  +  o (l) ,
X S =  (C ®  A )(D e (s )  -  Sj,0a 2)
e(s) 2 ~] cos h$e(s — h) 
h= 1
k
4- 2pe(s) cos(sw0 -f (f>) cos hO cos hu0
h=l
9 k k
+  X ]  cosnu;o cos hu>o{t{s)e(s +  h -  n) -  <$n,/i<72}
n = l h= 1
k k
4----Yjre(s) cos(swo 4- </>) cos nwo cos hO cos(h — n)wo
(J K
n = 1 /i=l
and 6S =  s. Let the  four sum m ands of X 3 be denoted by 2\ , T2, T3, T4 and  consider 
evaluating E ( X 2). Im m ediately, E(T\T2)  =  E(T2Tz)  =  E{T\T±)  =  E[TzT±)  since 
£{cos(-stJo 4- <^ )} =  0 , and £?(Ti T3) =  0 since n >  1 in T3 and i£{e(s)e(s 4- n)} =  0. 
Evaluating the rem aining term s of E ( X 2) gives 
f
£ ( T 2) =  E< ^ 2  cos2 j^ e 2(s)e2(s -  j)}
S = i
(since E?{e(.s — i)e (s  — h)} is zero for j  ^  h )
fc
=  <74 cos2 j  0
j=i
- i f + o u ,
2 2 f  ^ ^2
E(T%) =  ^ ^  cos h(0 +  wo) 4- cos h(9 — w0) >
y = l  J
k2cr2 p1
’9,u0 4 - 0 ( 1 )
k k k k
E { T i)
cr4k2
y  y y  y y  y y  cos nwo cos mwo cos hO cos j  9
n = 1 m = l /i=l j = l
x E^{e2(s)e(s 4- h — n)e(s 4- j  — m) — 6n^ a 2 e(s)e(s +  j  — m)
-  6mjcr2e(s)e(s +  h -  n) +  6n,hSj ,m^}  
fc >2
<74fc2
I  y y  cos nwp cos refll {£^{e4(s)}  — cr4 }
 ^n = l '
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j —1 n=l m= 1
=  4fc£»,„0 +  0 (1 )  .
T he secondlast equation appears if first the case n =  h, j  =  m  is taken in the 
expression for E ( T 2); the first and last term s in the expectation  axe nonzero only 
in this case; and then  taking h — n =  j  — m , so th a t the m iddle two expressions in 
the  expectation axe nonzero. The final equation arises because when 9 = loo, the 
first part of the  previous expression is 0 ( k 2) / k 2, and the second part 0 ( k 3) / k 2, 
and  if 9 ^  ujq the leading term s axe 0 (1 ) . Continuing the  term -by-term  evaluation,
-  n) u0
. 9 k k k
A  ,
e (T2T±) — —j— 21^ cos ^ cos l^LJ° co snuj° cosj@ cosU ~  n V o
/i=l n = 1 j =  1 
.2 34k  p  6ff^uo +  0 ( 1) .
T hen
oo oo
Y  E ( X 2,) / s 2 =  0 ( k 2) / s 2 . (5.A.18)
3 =  1 3 =  1
For fixed, finite k , th is sum  converges; also, if k —► oo as N  —► oo, so th a t 
k3/ N  —► 0, there is a sequence of constants C n  —► 0 s.t. k — C n N j ' 3 , so k2 =  
C 2n N 2/ 3; now, for a given IV and fc, when s > N,  0 ( k 2) / s 2 < s - 1 , so this sum  still 
converges. Following Feller (1971), Un  =  a m artingale, and since
the m artingale differences are orthogonal, E{U%) is bounded by (5.A. 18). By the 
m artingale convergence theorem , {Un} converges a.s. and  hence by K ronecker’s 
lemma, 71 n  = IV-1 X 3 +  o (l)  —> 0 w ith probability  1 and this is clearly so
for the suprem um  for 9 £ ( 0 ,7r), since it is so at 9 =  ujq and a fortiori at 9 ^  lj0. 
The argum ent for the alm ost sure convergence of T n  follows in exactly the same
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way. Finally,
sup ||ä jt(e l*)|2 -  \ak(et0\2\ =
9
sup +  2Re{ak(et9)}) 4- Xn (1n  +  2/m {afc(el^)})|
9
—> 0 w ith probability  1 .
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  5 .5 .2 . Introduce the  following notations:
Ä *  ^ ) - ^ a k^ )  = U + rV
i äk{ei*>) - i ak{eiülk) = w + i Z
ak(eii“‘) = A  + i B  (=  0(<fc_1) +  iO(k~2))
- ^ a k(ei^ )  = C + iD  ( = 0 ( 1
X J ak(ei^ )  = E  + i F  (=  +
Expanding the lefthand side of (5.5.4), this becomes a sum  of term s like
2Re{{U +  i V ) ( A  -  iB)}  =  2{U A  +  V B )  ,
2R e { ( W  +  iZ){C -  iD)}  =  2[ W C  +  Z D )  ,
2Re{(7ZN -f- i X ^ ) ( E  — z.F)} =  2(7Z ^ E  +  X ^ F )
and term s which are o (l)  by Theorem  5.3.5.
Let
q2 c{k) =  (cosc5jt,. . . ,  k2 cos kXk) / k5^2 
q2 s(k) = (sincjfc,. . . ,  k2 sin k u k) / k 5/2
in Theorem  5.3.3, so the variances in the asym ptotic d istributions of U and V  
are 0 ( k 5/ N) ,  and to  the  first order (in k), U and V  are asym ptotically or­
thogonal, so th a t the variance in the asym ptotic d istribu tion  of 2{UA -f V B )  
is 4 0 ( k ~ 2) 0 ( k ° / N )  = 0 ( k 3/ N )  = o (l)  so (UA  +  V B )  —► 0 in X2 and hence in pr.
Similarly, defining q\c and qi3 as the  real and im aginary parts  of qi(k)  in 
(5.5.3a), the variances in the asym ptotic d istributions of W  and Z  are 0 ( k 3/N) .
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Here is the problem  rem aining in the developm ent of this theory, because 
the  variance in the asym ptotic d istribu tion  of 2( W C  4- Z D )  is 0 ( k 2) 0 ( k 3/ N )  =  
0 ( k °  / N ) .  It is clear why this happens; at j g \dk(eld)\2 =  0, and this is close 
to, bu t not  identical w ith, a zero of ajt(e1^ ); and the  la tte r function rises away 
from  its zero very steeply, so its squared m odulus in a neighbourhood of Uk can 
be expected to  be large (and  dependent on k). Thus, 2( W C  +  Z D )  —► 0 in l r  
only if ( k ° / N )  —► 0; and the same difficulty confronts one in 2(7Z ^ E  - \ -X^F)  since 
(E 2 + F 2) = 0 ( k 4), and J #  have variances asym ptotically 0 ( k / N ) .
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  5 .5 .3 . We have now established the  equivalence
( N k 3 *) i ( u k -  Qk) =  +  o (l)
where N  2 is shown in Theorem  5.3.4 to  be a zero-m ean m artingale. In
order to  apply Theorem  3.3 of Hall & Hey de (1980) the following conditions need 
to  be verified to  hold for the array of m artingale differences defined by
X Nt,  = N-i(C ®  A) ( De ( s )  -  Sj<0a2)
k
=  N ~  2 e(s) h cos hOe(s — h)
h=l
4- —~re{s) cos(sa;o 4- <j>) h cos hO cos /iu0
N 2 h = 1
4*
+
k k
cr2k N
— n cos nQ cos /iu;o{e(.s)e(.s +  h — n)  — 6n^ a 2 }
n=l h=l
4 p
k k
c 2k N  2— e(s) cos(su0 4- 4>) ^ 2  ^ cos ^  cos nLJ° cos(^ — n )CJon=l /i=l
where 1 < s < N .
C ondition (a) is th a t max,, |X at,3| —*■ 0 in pr.,
N
(b )  , ^2 Xpr i 7?2 in Pr -? where rj2 is an a.s. positive, finite random  variable;
3 = 1
(c ) , E(m a,x9 X]y 3) is bounded in N  and
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(d), X/v> Q. Xlv+1,3 for 1 < s <  N;  this last is trivially true  since the a- 
algebras are independent of N.
To verify th a t (c) is satisfied, evaluate
3 =  1
E [ ^ X % \ = E ( A B C t )2 + o( 1 ) ,
which is shown in Theorem  5.3.3 (iii) to  be bounded in N,  hence so is E (m a x s X jy a).
Condition (a) requires m axs{X^- a} —► 0; we evaluate X jy a as in the proof of 
Theorem  5.3.5 and find th a t
which is bounded in N  since (k5/ N)  —► 0.
Finally, for condition (b), observe th a t X % 3 has expectation  from
Theorem  5.3.3, which is a.s. a positive constant, so to prove convergence in pr., 
consider
3=1 ^  3 =  1
2
N,3
using the fact th a t for given N,  X n ,3 and X n j  are orthogonal for s ^  f, so tha t 
■^{!C«Li X n )3}~ = X j j 3}. By a straightforw ard bu t tedious evaluation
along the lines of the proof of Theorem  5.3.5, this can also be verified.
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